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Island focus: Exercise held to combat people smuggling  

The Maritime Security Board (Bakamla) conducted a joint Maritime safety and 

security exercise for handling people smuggling in Batam waters, Riau Islands, on 

Thursday, in a bid to create a standard operating procedure (SOP) as reference for 

related institutions. In the exercise involving 70 personnel from different divisions, 

Bakamla’s KN Belut Laut 4806 vessel together with a water police boat, the 

immigration office’s Joesoef Adiwinata vessel and the Navy ship KAL Marapas played 

out a joint patrol scenario in which they apprehended a ship transporting 73 asylum 

seekers without proper documentation. 

Coordination included the transfer of migrants from a smuggling boat onto another 

boat and the handling of the case by personnel. Director of the exercise, First Adm. 

Muspin Santoso, said the joint operation involved the immigration office, the Foreign 

Ministry and the Office of the Coordinating Political, Legal and Security Affairs 

Minister. “The exercise was conducted in an effort to create a standard operating 

procedure that will be a reference for officers in handling people smuggling,” Muspin 

said. 

 

The exercise focused on the handling of people smuggled into Indonesia through 

Batam, though personnel denied that the exercise was conducted because of rampant 

people smuggling in the province. 

Source: www.thejakartapost.com, 3 December 2016 

 

Sea Piracy: Navy launch new Security Plan in Niger Delta, arrest 4 Sea 

Pirates 

The Nigerian Navy has on Thursday launched a new security operation in the Niger 

Delta region known as as “exercise Eagle Eye” leading to the arrest of four sea pirates 

along the waterways of Brass in Brass Local Government Area of Bayelsa State. The 

team of observers of the Chief of Naval Staff and special forces of the Nigerian Navy, 

who were in Bayelsa State between Thursday and Saturday to appraise the operational 

capabilities of the forces on ground, said the new plan is special security action in 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2016/12/03/island-focus-exercise-held-combat-people-smuggling.html
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synergy with men of the NNS SOROH, Yenagoa and the Forward Operation Base, 

Formoso, Brass. The test exercise by the special forces of the Navy led to the arrested 

many sea robbers, razed some militants’ camps and destroyed illegal refineries in the 

state. In one of the operations carried out by 2am on Friday, four suspected daredevil 

sea robbers said to be terrorising traders and residents of some riverine communities 

in Bayelsa were apprehended. 

The suspects, who were paraded at the jetty of the FOB Formoso, confessed to be 

behind some attacks on traders and residents of Brass area of the state and its 

environs. The suspects gave their names as Messrs. Lucky Abraham, Enatimi Peter, 

Gift Monday and Felix Nathan. The suspects alleged that they were working for one 

militant, simply identified as Thomas. The sea robbers were said to have been 

terrorising the waterways for a long time before luck ran out on them on Friday. 

Among the weapons found on them were one Pump Action rifle, one AK 47 rifle, radio 

walkie talkie and 115 horse power outboard engine. 

The suspects were apprehended at Masunkiri, some kilometres away from FOB 

Formoso, in Brass Local Government Area of Bayelsa following a tip-off. Explaining 

the exercise, the Commander, Nigerian Naval Ship, Soroh, Commodore Habib Usman, 

who led the CNS team in the state, said the Exercise Eagle Eye was the annual sea 

inspection operation by the Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Ibok Ekwe-Ibas. He said 

the exercise was aimed at enhancing Maritime Security in Nigerian territorial waters. 

Usman said, “The exercise is part of the Chief of Naval Staff annual event. It started on 

December 1. The first phase was the riverine operations involving Ondo, Delta, 

Bayelsa, Rivers, Akwa Ibom and Cross River states. What you have witnessed in 

Bayelsa is the team covering the state. “The objective of the exercise is to assess the 

operational capability of the Naval forces on ground. During the operation, a number 

of arrests were made, a number of militant camps have been razed and a number of 

illegal refineries have also been destroyed.” “This is all part of the ongoing efforts to 

rid the riverine areas of the Niger Delta of all forms of illegalities so that economic 

activities can thrive.” Usman said the naval forces arrested four sea robbers when their 

camp was raided, adding that they (suspects) were armed with sophisticated weapons. 

He added that the suspects on sighting their troops, opened fire on their men and the 

troops retaliated and overpowered them, leading to their arrest. Usman added that 

currently, the arrested suspects were giving the Navy useful information to enable the 

force to track other criminals in their camps. On criminalities in the region, Usman 
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urged the Niger Delta youths to embrace peace, look for legitimate businesses to do 

and shun all forms of illegalities. The highlights of the exercise were the visit of the 

CNS team to various Naval boat houses, inspection of military drills and performance 

of simulation operations on counter – piracy attacks, among others. 

Source: leadership.ng, 3 December 2016 

 

Sri Lanka Navy Chief advises strengthening Maritime Security through a 

proactive strategy 

Commander of Sri Lanka Navy advises that Sri Lanka should strengthen Maritime 

Security through a proactive strategy to counter emerging Maritime threats. 

Addressing a large gathering of scholars, Commander of the Sri Lanka Navy Vice 

Admiral Ravindra Wijegunaratne highlighted that dependency on the Maritime 

domain for a wider range of needs had become increasingly high due to various 

reasons and Maritime domain has also become a platform for projection of power. 

As a result, the navies around the world had also become effective power projection 

tools in the contemporary world. In this context, Vice Admiral Wijegunaratne urged 

the need of the strengthening of Maritime Security to address these threats and 

challenges through a proactive strategy is paramount of importance. The Sri Lankan 

Navy Commander expressed these views when he addressed the local and foreign 

student officers of the course number 10 at Defense Services Command and Staff 

College (DSCSC) Tuesday (6), on the topic of, "A Proactive Strategy to Counter 

Emerging Maritime Security Threats". 

The termination of each staff course held at Defense Service Command and Staff 

Collage is customarily marked with a special speech made by a service commander 

with the idea of imparting much needed inspiration for the prospective staff officers. 

Vice Admiral Wijegunaratne also shed some light on important aspects of the 

Maritime domain such as; Significance of Maritime Security, securing our Seas, 

Maritime Governance, Protecting the Sovereign Rights of the Seas, Emerging 

Maritime Security Threats, Maritime Terrorism, Maritime Piracy, etc. during his 

presentation. Deputy Commandant of Defense Services Command and Staff College, 

Chief Instructors, senior officers from tri-services and student officers attended the 

event. 

Source:www.colombopage.com, 7 December 2016 

http://leadership.ng/news/562354/sea-piracy-navy-launch-new-security-plan-in-niger-delta-arrest-4-sea-pirates
http://www.colombopage.com/archive_16B/Dec07_1481056241CH.php
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South Africa tells Stricken Bulk Carrier to stay away from Coast 

South African officials are prohibiting the stricken bulk carrier Antaois from coming 

to within 30 miles of the South African coast until all fuel oil has been removed from 

the ship. The South African Maritime Safety Authority is continuing to monitor the 

salvage of the bulk carrier in the Atlantic Ocean off the west coast of Cape Town. The 

organization said Thursday that it was rolling out environmental safety measures that 

requires the offshore removal of the estimated 170 metric tonnes of bunker fuel aboard 

the Antaois before the ship can come anywhere near the coast. The Greek-flagged 

Antaois suffered a fire and flooding in engine room on Sunday while underway from 

Argentina to the Middle East approximately 870 nautical miles west of Cape Town. All 

19 crew members abandoned ship and picked up by another merchant ship that 

brought the crew to Cape Town. The bulk carrier is currently under tow by the salvage 

tug Smit Amandla towards Cape Town. 

SASMA said the fuel removal is to ensure the safety of the environment. “The South 

African Maritime Authority (SAMSA) requires the owner to prioritise the removal of 

the casualty’s bunkers to neutralise any environmental threat before giving permission 

for the vessel to proceed closer to the South African coast,” SAMSA Executive Head for 

the Centre for Shipping, Captain Nigel Campbell. “Until such time as the fuel transfer 

operation has been completed, vessel surveys undertaken and a comprehensive 

salvage plan approved, SAMSA has ordered that casualty remain at least 30 miles off. 

“The multi? purpose tug Peridot is currently being mobilised from Cape Town, 

together with specialist personnel and equipment and will rendezvous with the convoy 

of tug and tow and commence preparations for the transfer of bunker fuel and water, 

which includes the pumping of the flooded engine room and repair of damage 

sustained,” said Captain Campbell. The 27,700 dwt Antaois is said to be carrying a 

cargo of soya flour and corn. It is currently owned by Amalthia Marine Incorporated 

of Greece. 

Source: gcaptain.com, 8 December 2016 

 

 

 

https://gcaptain.com/south-africa-tells-stricken-bulk-carrier-to-stay-away-from-coast/
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China’s ‘Undersea Great Wall’ Project: Implications 

- Dolma Tsering 

Introduction 

Over the last few decades, the Chinese government has invested in a number of 

projects to strengthen the country’s security and safeguard its interests particularly in 

the maritime domain.  One of the major areas that the Chinese government is focusing 

on is deep sea exploration. Although efforts of the Chinese government for the capacity 

buiding in the underwater started in 1980, it has become more vocal about it in the 

recent times. One such case was in December 2015, when notwithstanding the 

international pressure on its assertive posture in the South China Sea dispute, the 

China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) announced the “Underwater Great 

Wall” project. It is in this context, this issue brief attempt to study the project and 

analyze the implications of the project in larger international politics. 

 

China’s Underwater Great Wall Project (UGW) 

In December 2015, CSSC announced that China will construct an underwater 

observation system called 'Underwater Great Wall’ (UGW)' in the disputed South 

China Sea region. The project aims to build a network of ship and underwater 

subsurface sensors, capable of “real-time location, tracing of surface and underwater 

targets.”1 The project includes various components like surface ships, sonar systems, 

underwater security equipment, marine oil and gas exploration equipment, unmanned 

underwater equipment and marine electronic equipment.i 
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Figure 1:  China’s Undersea Surveillance System 

 

The UGW project is considered as an advanced form of the Sound Surveillance System, 

which was used by the United States to detect the Soviet Union submarines during the 

Cold War. The current project is part of a major proposal released by the State Oceanic 

Administration in setting up an offshore observation network by 2020.   The proposal 

maintains that building a network covering coastal waters, the high sea, and polar 

waters would be fundamental for China to strengthen its maritime power.  The UGW 

is expected to perform the following functions: 

a) Ocean observations: The system observes the environment, deep sea resources, 

and submarine by using fixed or mobile platform. Cables that communicate data 

to the shore station connects these networks. It also observes and forecasts the 

changing characteristics of the ocean environment. UGW has a series of 

components that include system relating to marine observation, oceanographic 

instrumentation, underwater robotics and ship support designed to collect data on 

marine life, geology, and natural resources.  

b) Environmental monitoring: Underwater sensor networks can monitor pollution, 

including chemical, biological and nuclear. For example, it may be possible to detail 

the chemical slurry of antibiotics, estrogen-type hormones, and insecticides to 

Undersea surveillance system Underwater working 

station 

Sensor nodes 

Seismic 

monitoring system 
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monitor streams, rivers, lakes and ocean bays and water quality.ii Monitoring of 

ocean currents and winds, improved weather forecast, detecting climate change, 

understanding and predicting the effect of human activities on marine ecosystems, 

biological monitoring such as tracking of fish or micro-organisms, are other 

possible applications.iii 

c) Disaster management: The project is intended to protect China’s coastal 

population from natural calamities. It monitors early warning for natural disasters 

such as typhoons, earthquakes, and tsunamis. It measures seismic activity from 

remote locations and can provide tsunami warning to the coastal areas. Presently, 

there are only two national seismograph network set up on the sea, but these are at 

the experimental stage. With respect to disaster management, UGW may prove 

vital, especially for the coastal population and its economy. Historically, maritime 

disaster has caused enormous casualties and economic losses to China, especially 

in coastal provinces. In 2013, a maritime disaster claimed an estimated 121 lives 

across the country, causing direct losses of more than 16 billion yuan (US$2.6 

billion).iv  Further, sea level is rising, and scientists have warned that it will get 

worse by 2050, which is a serious cause of concern to the China’s population and 

its economy. 

d) Distributed tactical surveillance: An autonomous underwater vehicle and fixed 

underwater sensors can monitor areas for surveillance, reconnaissance, targeting 

and intrusion detection systems. The underwater sensor can reach high accuracy 

and enable detection and classification of low signature targets. Therefore, such 

tactical surveillance can play an important role in maintaining maritime security. 

Given the monitoring capability of the sensors, it would lay the groundwork for a 

monitoring system underneath the South China Sea.  It is also argued that, given 

the CSSC, one of China’s top shipbuilding and defense groups’ role in the 

construction of UGW, it would probably be bought by the PLA Navy.v In such a 

case, the military capabilities of the project would grow. 

It is apparent from the above discussion that the UGW is a multi-dimensional project, 

aimed to protect China from both the traditional and non-traditional security threats.  

CSSC’s research and production bases in Beijing and Wuxi will play a crucial role in 

completing the project. It has the ability to support the whole industry covering 
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fundamental research, key technology development, solution design, overall system 

integration, core equipment development, production, and operation service 

support.vi 

UGW project is not the first of its kind of underwater observation system built in 

China. The first element of a Chinese undersea optical detection system was deployed 

in 2010 and was set up near China’s North Sea Fleet, headquartered in Qingdao. The 

second system was installed near the Hainan Island in 2011, and part of the system 

went tested in 2013 near Sanya nuclear submarine base.vii  These systems consist of a 

shore station, a two km long optical cble, the main connection box and a sub-junction 

box, three sets of observation equipment and three observation nodes with extended 

functions. In 2012, the State Council also announced the construction of the seabed 

observation system in Lingshui, Hainan.  

It is still not clear, in which area of the South China Sea bordering China’s coastal 

region, the UGW project will be deployed. Nevertheless, Lyle J. Goldstein observes 

that “the current project would not be limited to the waters under China’s jurisdiction, 

but will also take into account areas touching China’s national interest, which includes 

the near seas, the depth of the farthest seas and around island bordering the far seas 

as well as strategic passages.”viii Hence, besides the South China Sea, China may utilize 

the project to safeguard its interest in the Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific as 

well. 

Factors Responsible for the Construction of China’s UGW Project 

There are two major factors which led to the development of UGW project; first, China 

wants to develop to build an undersea monitoring system, which could detect any 

threat at any given point of time. It is a well-known fact that lack of an advanced 

maritime surveillance system is a serious challenge in securing its growing maritime 

interest. There is also an opinion that, “China’s current maritime security is complex, 

where most of Beijing’s undersea domain doors have been left open.”ix  China’s method 

of tracking undersea targets is said to be weak and resulted in in the need to construct 

well designed underwater observation system to safeguard its maritime domain. The 

national security imperative is clearly visible for the construction of UGW project. 

Second, China’s earlier underwater observation systems have failed to deliver the 

desired objective due to either lack of coordination, duplication in the construction, 
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and weak project implementation.x Most of the earlier systems are limited by low rate 

of data utilization, spatial coverage and lack of timely continuity of the system for long 

term development.xi As a result, China has failed to build a well-designed underwater 

observation system, which could have the capability to detect an underwater threat in 

any given situation. 

Implications of the China’s UGW Project  

In the wake of growing tension over the South China Sea disputes, the China’s State 

Shipbuilding Corporation announcement to develop UGW has resulted in concern and 

speculations. It is fair to argue that the military capabilities of the project are likely to 

overrule other three functions for some time. The CSSC is the key stakeholder of the 

UGW project and it is one of the top defense groups that build virtually all PLA Navy 

warships. The CSSC has earned the reputation of being the backbone of the PLA Navy’s 

warship needs. Given that, it is plausible that the UGW will have a crucial role in 

serving various interests of the PLA Navy in securing China’s maritime frontier. 

Besides military, as the power competition between the United States and China 

grows, UGW could be an important response by the Chinese over the South China Sea 

dispute and the US’ increasing Freedom of Navigation (FON) patrols.  Lyle J. 

Goldstein has argued that the development serves as warning that Beijing is not simply 

willing to surrender to the US undersea dominance.xii  It also sends a clear message to 

other countries involved in the disputes that China is less likely to sit on the table to 

discuss the resolution of disputes.   

The project is also understood as a significant response to the Japan’s activation of a 

coastal surveillance unit on Yonagunt Island, 67 miles from the east coast of Taiwan.  

Therefore, at both regional and international politics level, the construction of UGW 

project raises concern and can deepen tensions in the South China Sea. 

In the long term, as land resources deplete, a competition to extract resources from 

the deep sea will increase. Furthermore, with this increase in role of the sea, the sea 

based observation system will be the future of the marine exploration. At present, the 

United States, Japan, Canada and Europe are taking the lead in underwater 

observation. The gap between China and other countries, mentioned above in terms 

of undersea technology is enormous. Also, China’s current state of underwater 

surveillance capacity is inadequate for the country’s growing needs to safeguard its 
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maritime interests. If China is able to construct the UGW successfully, it will achieve 

a major breakthrough in underwater exploration capability, which can enhance 

China’s ability to strengthen its maritime interests including the most immediate one 

in the South China Sea.  

Conclusion 

The UGW comes amid growing tension over the South China Sea disputes. The 

announcement, therefore, emerges as a defensive reaction by China over its position 

on the South China Sea disputes. Whether the project is built to serve its military 

objective or for the civilian purposes, is a subject of debate. However, the project has 

been designed in a comprehensive manner. It is expected to perform a number of tasks 

including environmental protection undersea, providing early warning of a disaster 

like tsunami, sea quakes, and typhoons, and to detect any underwater threat. The 

project can be considered as a major proposal to strengthen China’s maritime power 

by 2020. With growing concern over maritime security, this project will continue to 

occupy a significant place in Beijing maritime interest in the times to come. Hence, 

UGW project has the potential to play a major role in China’s long-term maritime 

interests. 

 

 

Navy’s timely action at Hambantota reassured confidence among 

International Shipping Community  

- By Ravin Edirisinghe 

I myself being a seafarer few years back was shocked to see some hooligans holding 

two ships and crew at Hambantota harbour for days incurring heavy losses to the 

owners of the two ships. I was relieved only when I heard the news that the vessel was 

leaving Hambantota port under close protection of the Navy. Well done Navy for that 

job. Vessel M/V Hyperion Highway is among the world’s largest car carriers. She has 

a cargo capacity of 7,700 units and measured nearly 200 m in length. One should be 

fortunate to see vessels of this magnitude calling on at our ports. This ship made her 

maiden call on at Hambantota port January this year. It is quite common in Sri Lanka 

to take political advantage of any incident and blame the others. Those who are behind 
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motivating the protesters must understand that one should never drag the country to 

a level where others will look at us in doubt. What I saw during the yesterday’s debate 

at the Parliament was exactly that. 

I do not challenge the right of our citizens to conduct protest campaigns. If any one 

feels that there is an issue and it should be heard at the highest level, they are most 

welcome to protest. But the protest should NOT endanger national security at any 

level. One cannot take national security for ransom and continue demanding their 

rights. Peaceful protests, non-violence demonstrations, and even fast on to death are 

few options among many others that one can easily resort into showing their protest. 

But, no one has the right to take the crew of a ship as hostages and retain ships 

forcefully. No one should tolerate such acts as they give away a very bad picture about 

Sri Lankan ports and safety of ships arriving to Sri Lanka. Those who protested at 

Hambantota (those who motivated them to do this) may be not aware that, what the 

protesters did in very simple language is called an act of PIRACY. The Navy even had 

the right to use maximum power in rescuing the crew and ship. I think many wanted 

to make it yet another ‘Rathu Passwala’, but the naval ratings acted very professionally 

and saved our day. 

I was really happy to see the reply given by the State Minister of Defence at the 

Parliament yesterday when one MP asked how, why and who gave the authority call 

the Navy to handle the situation when the Emergency Law has been lifted. I think he 

let the cat out of the bag by asking that question. The State Defence Minister’s reply 

was spot on as he said that the situation prevailed does not require to ask from any one 

to task the Navy to respond. Yes, it is the Navy’s job and they did it in a very competent 

manner. One should have asked the Police, STF or Army to get into action, but those 

who utter rubbish does not know that the Navy is vested with powers through the 

International Ship and Port Facility Security Code, popularly known as ISPS Code. 

Even if the others are called in, they would have no idea of any of the port operations. 

The naval ratings restored power supply, which was sabotaged by the protectorates, 

they got tugs ready, cleared many barb wires and other obstacles, and paved way for 

the ship to sail safely. It is sad to see that especially our local media not highlighting 

the true facts of the event giving due publicity. 

Reports say the shipping company suffered nearly USD 400,000 for four days. Who is 

going to pay these damages? Unfortunately, the public will have to pay it including 

those who took part in the protest campaign. 
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I am confident that authorities will address whatever the grievances raised by the 

protesters, IF there are any genuine concerns. As the Minister of Ports and Shipping 

very rightly said, the new company will think seriously whether they are going to 

recruit these thugs in the future. And at the same time, I urged the officials to take very 

serious action against those who engaged in an act of PIRACY. 

Once again, well done Navy for that excellent piece of work. Your actions yesterday 

saved our shipping industry in a very big way and sent a very strong message to the 

International Shipping community. 

Source: www.asiantribune.com, 11 December 2016 

 

PCG, Navy get new vessels to boost Maritime Security 

-Argyll Cyrus B. Geducos and Francis T. Wakefield 

The Philippines is on its way to strengthen its Maritime Security with the arrival of a 

brand-new multi-role response vessel of the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) yesterday 

and the arrival of Philippine Navy’s Weather High Endurance Cutter BRP Andres 

Bonifacio at Pier 13, South Harbor in Manila today. Navy Captain Lued Lincuna, the 

chief of the Navy’s Public Affairs Office said the (BRP) Andres Bonifacio (FF17) is the 

Philippine Navy’s third Weather High Endurance Cutter and Defense Secretary Delfin 

N. Lorenzana will be on hand to welcome the vessel in ceremonies at 9 a.m. today. 

NAVAL ASSET — The BRP Malabrigo, the second Multi-Role Response Vessel that 

was ordered from Japan during the term of President Benigno Aquino III, is secured 

after it arrived at the Manila South Harbor Thursday. The Philippines ordered 10 such 

ships, and the Malabrigo will be deployed in the West Philippine Sea.  Lincuna said 

the highlight of the event will be the tribute and recognition to the laudable efforts of 

the sailors who were instrumental for the ship’s safe and successful voyage to the 

Philippines. Just like BRP Gregorio del Pilar (FF15) and BRP Ramon Alcaraz (FF16), 

the other two Del Pilar Class Frigates (DPCF), Lincuna said BRP Andres Bonifacio will 

play an important role in the mission of the Philippine Navy. 

“Again, it will boost our capability in Maritime Security and sovereignty patrol in line 

with the Navy’s mandate to protect the people and the state,” Lincuna said. Lincuna 

said a Philippine Navy Islander aircraft welcomed BRP Andres Bonifacio with a “low 

http://www.asiantribune.com/node/89864
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pass” as the ship entered San Bernardino Strait somewhere in Bicol as it entered 

through the eastern side of the Philippines from Guam. 

Brand New 

Meanwhile, the PCG’s brand new multi-role response vessel (MRRV) “BRP Malabrigo” 

is the second of the ten 44-meter MRRVs from Japan which has a bullet-proof 

navigation bridge and equipped with fire monitors, night vision capability, a work boat 

and radio direction finder capability. 

BRP Malabrigo is named after Faro de Punta de Malabrigo, one of the 24 lighthouses 

built in the Philippines during the Spanish colonial period. The PCG and the 

Department of Transportation (DOTr) rendered arrival honors at the Headquarters 

Coast Guard Ready Force at Pier 13, South Harbor in Manila yesterday morning. BRP 

Malabrigo will be an additional floating asset to the search and rescue vessels being 

utilized by PCG to further strengthen the agency’s capability in Maritime law 

enforcement, Maritime Security, Maritime search and rescue, marine environmental 

protection, and Maritime safety administration within the country’s Maritime domain. 

Earlier, PCG spokesperson Commander Armand Balilo said BRP Malabrigo will be 

deployed at Panatag Shoal to augment the number of ships deployed in the area. 

Source: news.mb.com.ph, 9 December 2016 

 

Concern Queensland’s Maritime Borders being neglected 

A Maritime Security expert has questioned whether the Federal Government’s focus 

on stopping the boats in the northwest has diverted surveillance resources away from 

the Far North. This year there has been an increase in the number of Vietnamese sea 

cucumber fishing vessels detected, with dozens of crew members arrested. At last 

count, Maritime Border Command (MBC) had seized at least eight vessels off the 

Queensland coast since July last year. There have also been people smuggling attempts 

foiled, with a Papua New Guinean man arrested recently after an alleged attempt to 

bring four Pakistani men to Australia via the Torres Strait. Singapore’s Nanyang 

Technological University Maritime Security Program adviser Sam Bateman said 

Australia’s focus on people smugglers operating in Indonesia may mean resources 

were stretched across the north. “It’s a question in the first instance of air surveillance, 

http://news.mb.com.ph/2016/12/09/pcg-navy-get-new-vessels-to-boost-maritime-security/
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and I suspect where the most air surveillance would be focused is in the northwest,” 

Dr Bateman said. 

Dr Bateman said tensions in the South China Sea, where Vietnamese fishermen were 

previously able to operate, may have also have contributed to the spike. MBC 

Commander Peter Laver said there had been an increase in illegal foreign fishing 

vessels in the Coral Sea in the past 12 months. “In our assessment, the increase is due 

to a combination of stock depletion elsewhere and strengthened enforcement by our 

regional partners who are protecting their own Maritime resources from illegal 

fishing,” he said. “This is leading to a displacement effect. We will ensure our own 

marine resources are protected.” 

Source: www.cairnspost.com.au, 9 December 2016 
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US finds India's first Indigenous Aircraft Carrier INS Vikrant 'Non-

Operational for Decade' 

The US Naval engineers who inspected India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier INS 

Vikranthave found it as non-operational for up to decade. They found the carrier with 

shortcomings like lacking at least small missile system to defend itself, a limited ability 

to launch sorties and no defined strategy for how to use the ship in combat. The Naval 

engineers inspected the aircraft carrier in February at the port of Kochi, expecting it to 

be battle-ready ship set to help counter China’s growing influence in the Indian Ocean 

but found that it cannot be operational. 

The inspection was part of US plans to share aircraft carrier technology with India. In 

August, both the countries had signed a military agreement sharing logistics. The US 

has also approved proposals by Lockheed Martin and Boeing Co. to make advanced jet 

fighters in India. “China’s navy will be the biggest in the world soon, and they’re 

definitely eyeing the Indian Ocean with ports planned in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh,” 

retired Admiral Arun Prakash, the former commander of India’s navy was quoted as 

saying by The Wall Street Journal Wednesday. 

The emerging relationship between India and US naval has given way to new dynamics 

to Asia’s geopolitical terrain, with China having diplomatic issues with the joint 

exercises. US is concerned about India’s military strategy. “There have been severe 

delays on the part of New Delhi in modernising its carriers, jet fighters and nuclear 

submarines.” Experts said. 

Source: www.defenseworld.net, 1 December 2016 
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US media: China's air-to-air Missile could make US Air Force come in for 

"crash landing" 

The website of the US bimonthly The National Interestpublished an article titled 

China's Mach 6 Monster Air-to-Air Missile Could Make the US Air Force Come in for 

a ‘Crash Landing’ on November 28, claiming that the Chinese military has apparently 

test-fired a new very-long-range air-to-air missile. If reports were accurate, the new 

weapon could hit US aircraft at twice the range at which the Americans can shoot back. 

Images depicting the new missile under the wing of a Chinese air force J-16 fighter 

circulated in November 2016. The J-16 reportedly fired at least one of the missiles, 

successfully striking an aerial target, according to the article. 

China has developed air-to-air missiles at a pace at least as rapid as its development of 

fighter aircraft. The new very-long-range air-to-air missile, or VLRAAM, appeared 

suddenly. Foreign observers apparently don’t even know what the Chinese call the new 

munition, the article said. Technical data on the missile is hard to come by, but the 

photos Beijing has allowed to leak do at least establish the weapon’s dimensions, which 

hint at the missile’s capabilities. In the photos, the VLRAAM is clearly around a third 

the length of the J-16, giving the munition an overall length of around 20 feet (about 

6 meters) and a diameter of roughly a foot, according to the article. 

In any event, the weapon is much more substantial than is the US military’s own 

longest-range air-to-air missile, the AIM-120 Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air 

Missile. The AMRAAM is just 12 feet long and seven inches in diameter. The latest 

version of the American missile, the AIM-120D, reportedly boasts a maximum range 

in excess of 90 miles (about 145km), according to the article. 

According to the article, the new Chinese munition closely matches the dimensions of 

Russia’s K-100 air-to-air missile, which has been in halting development for 25 years 

now but could, in theory, hit targets as far as 200 miles from the launching plane, the 

article said.To achieve its apparent long range, the Chinese VLRAAM reportedly relies 

on a powerful rocket motor that can propel the munition at “hypersonic” speeds of up 

to Mach 6, 50% faster than the AIM-120D’s own top speed. Launched by a fighter 

flying as high as 50,000 feet, the Chinese missile could climb to an altitude of around 

100,000 feet and glide in the thin air for more than a hundred miles before descending 

to strike its target, according to recent studies in Chinese scientific journals, the article 

said. 
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Moreover, Beijing’s VLRAAM reportedly features an active electronically-scanned 

array seeker with optical back-up and mid-course satellite guidance truly state of the 

art for an air-to-air missile. The AIM-120D makes do with an older-style, and less 

effective, mechanically-steered radar, according to the article. 

Source: english.chinamil.com.cn, 2 December 2016 

 

China has built the Biggest and Baddest Conventional Submarine in the 

World 

In 2010, China’s first—and only, so far—Qing-class submarine sailed out to sea 

following nearly six years of construction. Displacing 6,628 tons submerged and 

measuring exactly the length of a football field at one hundred yards long (ninety-two 

meters), it is by most accounts the largest diesel submarine ever built. Unlike the vast 

majority of diesel submarines, the Type 032 can fire not only long-range cruise 

missiles, but submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) with the capacity to send 

a nuclear warhead across the ocean. Beijing prefers to keep its cards close to the chest, 

leading to speculation about the Type 032—is it purely a missile testing submarine, as 

is officially claimed, or is it the precursor of a fleet of low-cost ballistic-missile subs? 

Or was the Type 32 actually built as a prototype vessel for export to Pakistan? 

In the past, nuclear submarines enjoyed an enormous advantage in submerged 

endurance and noise compared to traditional diesel submarines. A diesel submarine 

could swim quietly for days before having to resurface, but a nuclear-powered 

submarine can do it for months. That China would even consider developing such a 

large diesel submarine is due to the advent of Air-Independent Propulsion (AIP) 

systems, which encompass a variety of technologies that allow engines and generators 

onboard a submarine to operate while consuming little or no oxygen. AIP systems can 

be even quieter than the reactors onboard nuclear submarines, and can efficiently 

propel the ship electrically for weeks, albeit only at slower speeds. The first operational 

AIP powered submarine was the Swedish Gotland, which entered service in 1996. 

Using a Stirling engine, it could operate submerged for thirty days at a time. The small 

and nearly silent diesel sub successfully penetrated the antisubmarine defenses of U.S. 

aircraft carrier task forces in several war games. 

Since then, China has built fifteen Yuan-class Type 039A (aka Type 041) diesel 

submarines using Stirling AIP technology, with another twenty planned. The torpedo-

http://english.chinamil.com.cn/view/2016-12/02/content_7389293.htm
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/swedens-super-stealth-submarines-are-so-lethal-they-sank-us-18383
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armed Yuan-class subs are intended, like the Swedish Gotland, to serve as stealthy 

short-range boats for stalking enemy vessels in coastal waters. 

The Stirling-powered Qing class, however, marks a dramatic departure from that 

modus operandi. Situated on the vessel’s elongated sail are two or three Vertical 

Launch Systems (VLS) tubes used to fire JL-2A Ju Lang (“Big Wave”) ballistic missiles. 

The JL-2A is believed to have a range approaching five thousand miles and can carry 

a single one-megaton nuclear warhead, or three or four ninety-kiloton independent 

reentry vehicles (MIRVs). 

The JL-2 was first tested in 2001 and constitutes the main armament of China’s Type 

094 Jin-class nuclear submarines. A Type 094 sub embarked on China’s first nuclear 

deterrence patrol in 2015. Hypothetically, the Type 032 would offer a cheaper, shorter-

endurance compliment to the Type-094. 

Four or five additional VLS cells on the Qing class’s bow can fire JL-18B Yingji(Eagle 

Strike) antishipping cruise missiles, which surge to speeds of Mach 2.5 on their 

terminal approach. The JL-18B is supposedly satellite guided, and is variously credited 

with a range of 110 to more than three hundred miles. The Type 032 can also launch 

the slower but longer-range CJ-20A cruise missiles, a derivative of the CJ-10. 

Rounding out the Qing class’s armaments is an unconventional pairing of a single 

standard 533-millimeter torpedo tube with an extra-large 650-millimeter tube. The 

Type 032 also has facilities to accommodate and deploy up to fifty special-forces 

personnel—an increasingly common feature in modern submarines. 

In other respects, the Type 032 is less impressive. It’s slow—with a maximum speed of 

sixteen miles per hour submerged, nearly half the speed of a Virginia-class nuclear-

powered attack submarine. Its maximum dive depth is reported to be 160 to 200 

meters—again, less than half the depth that many modern designs can submerge. The 

Qing class is understandably not designed for a knife-fight. 

In any case, the fact that only a single Type 032 has been built reinforces the claims 

that it is intended as an affordable testing platform for missile armament. It indeed 

appears to have replaced the sixties-era Type 031 Golf-class sub used to test the JL-2 

ballistic missile. In addition to its crew complement of eighty-eight, it claimed that the 

Type 032 can carry an additional one hundred “scientists and technicians.” The sub 

has also reportedly been used to test submarine-launched surface-to-air Missiles and 

http://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-americas-13010
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-americas-13010
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-americas-13010
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-americas-13010
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinas-yj-18-supersonic-anti-ship-cruise-missile-americas-13010
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a new underwater escape pods. Some suggest the Type 032 may be applied to 

deploying undersea drones. 

However, a 2011 report claimed that China would sell six Type 032 submarines to 

Pakistan. The two countries hold a long-time alliance opposing India. China remains 

wary of the potential future superpower, and sees reinforcing its archrival Pakistan as 

a strategic hedge. However, the initial claim to a Type 032 deal was either inaccurate 

or fell through. 

Source: nationalinterest.org, 5 December 2016 

 

India and Russia to hold Joint Naval Drills during 14-21 December 

The Russian-Indian Indra NAVY 2016 naval exercise will be held on 14-21 December 

in the southeastern Indian coastal city of Visakhapatnam and in the Bay of Bengal, a 

military spokesman said Tuesday (6 December). Russian Eastern Military District 

spokesman Vladimir Matveyev said the dates and the location were agreed upon 

during the latest meeting of Russian and Indian officials. The Harbour Phase of the 

two-phase exercise will be held from 14 December to 18 December in Visakhapatnam, 

and the Sea Phase will take place in the Bay of Bengal from 19 December to 21 

December. 

The Harbour Phase will include table-top exercises, planning conferences ashore, 

official visit exchanges and sports and cultural events. The Sea Phase will include 

various fleet operations. The two countries have conducted several anti-terror drills 

since 2003, and in 2005 such exercises were named "Indra". The Indra drills were also 

held in 2007, 2014 and 2015. 

Source: swarajyamag.com, 6 December 2016 
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Big setback for Indian Navy, INS Betwa involved in accident; 2 

sailor’s dead 

-Sushant Singh 

In a major accident, the day after Navy Day celebrations, two sailors died when the 

guided missile frigate, INS Betwa, tipped over and hit the ground while being 

undocked at the Mumbai dockyard at around 1.50 pm Monday. According to a Navy 

spokesperson, the likely cause of the accident was a failure of the block mechanism 

that is used to dock and undock ships. The spokesperson said 14 other sailors suffered 

minor injuries and were being treated at INHS Asvini. The bodies of the two dead, who 

were earlier reported missing, were found by Navy divers late in the evening. 

The accident, first of its kind in in India, left the INS Betwa tilted perpendicular and 

lying on its side on the ground. Sources said the main mast, which houses the long-

range surveillance radars, was broken and that the boilers and other equipment inside 

the ship may have been damaged. The Navy has ordered an inquiry to fix responsibility 

and ascertain the extent of damage. Sources described the accident as “unfortunate” 

and “a blemish” on the Navy’s record. They said that Indian naval dockyards had 

recently undertaken a similar exercise with a much heavier aircraft carrier, INS 

Vikramaditya. 

INS Betwa is one of the three Brahmaputra-class 3,800-tonne guided missile frigates 

in service with the Navy, and was commissioned in 2004. It had gone for a medium-

refit to the Naval dockyard in Mumbai in October and was to set out to sea later. 

Source: www.financialexpress.com, 6 December 2016 

 

Navy MQ-4C Triton - High Altitude Maritime Drone gets Collision 

Avoidance Tech 

- Tim Broderick & Kris Osborn  

The Navy announced that next generation aircraft avoidance systems will be installed 

on its new high-tech maritime surveillance drone. Northrop Grumman has received a 

$9.6 contract to install the Automatic Response Module of the Airborne Collision 

http://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/big-setback-for-indian-navy-ins-betwa-involved-in-accident-2-sailors-dead/465287/
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Avoidance System X into the MQ-4C Triton’s avionics system. The company will test 

and support the software and ensure the proper functioning of the unmanned aircraft. 

“This technology will help keep Triton safely separated from civil and military aircraft 

and mitigate risks for inflight collisions,” Navy spokeswoman Jamie B. Cosgrove told 

Defense Systems. 

The Airborne Collision Avoidance System X charts flight patterns that permit closer 

navigation to other aircraft while maintaining safety protocols. According to the MIT 

Lincoln Laboratory, the advanced tracking algorithms employ “probabilistic models to 

represent various sources of uncertainty (e.g., pilot nonresponse, surveillance errors, 

etc.) and computer optimization to consider safety and operational objectives as 

defined by system experts and operational users.” Equipped with signals intelligence, 

C4ISR, and maritime strike capabilities, the Triton represents the Navy’s future in 

unmanned aircraft technology. It will also complement the P-8 Poseidon. Together, 

the two aircraft replace the aging P-3C Orion. Specs include a full day’s worth of flight, 

an altitude limit over 10 miles, and an operational range of 8,200 nautical miles. The 

Navy’s program of record states that the service will field 68 aircraft. Work will be 

performed in Rancho Bernardo, California, and should be completed by December 

2017. The Navy obligated $2.5 million at the time of award. The Naval Air Systems 

Command along the Patuxent River in Maryland is the contracting activity. 

First Triton Squadron Stationed in Guam 

In addition to being stationed in Guam, Tritons will also be based in the eastern and 

western U.S., a location in the Middle East and in Sicily, Italy, Navy leaders said. 

 The Triton UAS is an intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance drone with specially 

configured maritime sensors and radar systems. The 45 foot-long, 32,000-pound 

aircraft has a wingspan of 131 feet. The Navy has tested the drone at Edwards Air Force 

Base in Palmdale, Calif. The MQ-4Cs airframe is based on the Global Hawk except that 

it has been tailored to function in a maritime environment, Navy developers have 

explained. For instance, the Triton is built with a thicker, more stiffened wing 

compared to the Global Hawk to enable the aircraft to rapidly change altitude in 

adverse or icy weather conditions, he added. The Navy also separately tested 

the Triton's software and sensor systems by flying them in a surrogate Gulfstream 2 

airplane. The Triton's electronics include an electro-optical/infrared sensor, a 360-

degree active electronically scanned array radar and inverse synthetic aperture radar, 

among other things, Navy developers have said. The sensor package being designed 

for the aircraft included what the Navy calls a multi-function array sensor, or MFAS, a 

https://www.ll.mit.edu/publications/technotes/TechNote_ACASX.pdf
https://www.ll.mit.edu/publications/technotes/TechNote_ACASX.pdf
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sensor system specially configured to function in a maritime environment, Northrop 

and Navy developers have said.  Designed to function as a maritime version of the Air 

Force's Global Hawk surveillance plane, the Triton is designed for high-altitude, long-

dwell ISR missions - the kind of technology suited for the geographically dispersed 

Pacific theater. The Air Force already has RQ-4 Global Hawks stationed at Andersen 

Air Force Base in Guam. 

The Triton is designed to bring endurance, altitude, range and persistent stare ability; 

it can stay on missions for over 24 hours at altitudes greater than 50,000 feet, Navy 

developers explained.  The Triton can cover more than 200 square miles out on the 

ocean in a single mission. The idea is to provide ship commanders with an ability to 

detect and see targets, threats and items of interest in real time from great distances 

using the sensors, cameras and data-links of the Triton system. 

Source: www.scout.com, 8 December 2016 
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Japan, Russia to develop fish-processing centers 

- Stefani Ribka 

In a bid to accelerate the development of the fisheries industry from upstream 

to downstream, the government has persuaded foreign investors to develop 

fish-processing centers in a variety of locations across the archipelago. 

 The companies, from Japan and Russia, have shown serious interest in opening 

fish-processing plants, along with associated cold-storage and power facilities 

in 36 locations, including Sabang, Aceh; Natuna, Riau Islands; Muara Baru, 

Jakarta; and Makassar, South Sulawesi. “The Japanese have stated that they 

want to develop six spots. I’m meeting them tonight to talk about the next 

steps,” said Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Minister Susi Pudjiastuti in a press 

conference on Thursday. Susi said the Sabang project, where it is planned to 

build a tuna-cultivation center, would be the earliest project to begin operation. 

The remaining projects are expected to be realized next year at the soonest. 

Each plant will need a minimum investment of between US$2 million and $5 

million, she further explained. Russian project management firm Blackspace, 

meanwhile, will develop 30 plants, after having completed Untia Port in 

Makassar.  

The port has been operating since November in cooperation with state-owned 

fisheries firm Perikanan Indonesia (Perindo). President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo 

during the inauguration of the port last month said it was expected to channel 

the catches of local fishermen by sea and air to accelerate delivery to other 

regions. It will support the activities of fishermen operating in 713 fishing zones 

around the Makassar Strait, Bali Sea, Flores Sea and Bone Bay. The zones are 

known to produce 927,700 tons of fishery products every month. Built on a 5.4-

hectare site, Untia Port is capable of servicing 300 vessels of between 5 and 30 

tons. The port, Jokowi said, was the first port in the country that was integrated 

with local fishing hubs, harbors and airports. Blackspace has announced its plan 

to build a similar port in Natuna, according to Minister Susi. “We have 

abundant fish but not enough ships, ice or processors,” she said. 
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The President has issued Regulation No. 44/2016 on the foreign investment list 

that strictly prohibits foreign investors from entering the fishing business but 

only allows them to run fisheries businesses such as cold storage, processing 

and aquaculture. The measure is aimed at maintaining the fish supply for local 

fisheries businesses. Head of fisheries at the Indonesian Employers Association 

(Apindo), Thomas Darmawan, lauded the progress but expressed concerns over 

the lack of ships to supply the foreign-operated facilities with sufficient raw 

materials. Since Susi has taken up her post, she has pulled 1,132 ships out of 

operation to check their legal status. Some have been deemed eligible but a new 

policy has banned all former foreign vessels from operating, causing a 

significant drop in catches and supply to the processing industry.  “Investors 

would be more attracted if the supply of fish was ensured. We need to prepare 

our capability by building ships as well as loosening the policy by letting 

companies use legally imported ships,” said Thomas. 

 However, Susi has been firm in her policy in order to boost the local shipping 

industry’s capabilities. The ministry has proposed to the Finance Ministry a 

lower import tariff for materials needed to build ships of 30 gross tons. So far 

only 300 ships have been finished and distributed. Susi acknowledged that the 

slow progress of local shipbuilding was a result of the introduction of the new 

policy. 

Source: www.thejakartapost.com, 9 December 2016 

 

Higher oil and dollar prices create a new Environment for Shipping to 

operate  

he shipping industry is once again facing a totally different financial environment 

within which it has to operate. The latest developments with the OPEC decision to limit 

oil output has led to a rise of oil prices, while the Italian referendum’s result has 

triggered an increase of the value of the US dollar. Both factors are shaping a totally 

different picture for ship owners. In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Allied 

Shipbroking noted that “it’s been yet another turbulent couple of days, with a 

significant number of news headlines shaking up markets. On Friday, we had the 

OPEC agreement coming to light, with all members and Russia agreeing to cut down 

production outputs. This has had a fairly imminent impact with Brent crude oil rising 

to above US$ 55 a barrel earlier today, the highest level it has reached in over 16 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2016/12/09/japan-russia-develop-fish-processing-centers.html
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months. Despite the fact that there is still considerable debate as to how the price will 

trend moving forward, with some estimates reaching as high as US$ 60 and US$ 70 a 

barrel”. 

According to Allied’s George Lazaridis Head of Market Research & Asset Valuations, 

“there is however some skepticism in reference to the effectiveness of this current 

agreement. There are a number of major non-member producers which could threaten 

the effectiveness of this deal, while there is even threat from within OPEC itself. The 

last time that a quote was set, members exceeded their individual quotes for 20 out of 

the 24 months before the quote being eventually scrapped at the end of 2015”. 

Meanwhile, as Lazaridis pointed out, “it wasn’t all about oil this week, with the 

Referendum in Italy on Sunday taking main stage and threatening stability within 

Europe and the Euro area once again. After losing the Referendum, Italy’s Prime 

Minister, Matteo Renzi, is now anticipated to offer his resignation to the President 

Sergio Mattarella, who in turn will have to weigh the options and see how well balanced 

the governing party is to support another prime minister while seeking to avoid the 

option of early elections taking place. This was initially a major hit on the Euro, with 

early hours trading on Monday seeing a considerable drop. Things however took a 

quick shift as markets started to re-question the significance this could have on the 

market, while it also seems as though markets had already priced in the outcome of 

the referendum several weeks in advance seeing that the “No” vote was ahead in most 

pre-voting polls”. 

According to Allied’s analyst, “all these developments have only gone towards further 

strengthening the U.S. Dollar which now seems to be become a threat in itself for most 

of the emerging markets. Major markets such as Europe and Japan cheer on for a 

stronger dollar, which has the benefit of allowing them to improve their trading terms 

while also helping keep pressure on inflation. Things are very different for most 

emerging markets however which will have to battle out with their dollar denominated 

debt held by both governments and companies, while there are concerns that a 

stronger dollar will also create a shortage of credit for these markets. The fear is that 

the overall net effect could be a dampener on trade, though this is disputable as in a 

state were the OECD economies start to generate higher economic growth figures they 

could also produce the consumption needed to drive trade and growth for emerging 

markets and help them counter any negative offset produced in the short-run by a 

stronger dollar”. 
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Lazaridis added that “as for shipping, the effects are also mixed. On the one hand, you 

have worries as to how trade could be effected by both the strengthening of the price 

of crude oil and the stronger U.S. Dollar, though this is nothing new for us given that 

we have been in a “limbo” state of uncertainty for several years now. The most 

imminent effect will likely be on asset prices, with several ship owners with debt 

denominated in currencies other the U.S. dollars (e.g. Japanese owners) likely to look 

more favourably on any sale option as the U.S. dollar strengthens. This however could 

have an unintended consequence, with a bigger selection of high specification units 

driving the buying frenzy further in markets such as that of dry bulkers”, he concluded. 

Source: www.hellenicshippingnews.com, 10 December 2016 

 
 
Hyundai Merchant to share vessel space with 2M alliance  
 

 
-In-Soo Nam  

 

SEOUL— Hyundai Merchant Marine said Sunday it had reached an agreement to form 

a cooperative relationship with the world’s largest container-shipping alliance-a deal 

that falls short of full-fledged membership. Under the deal, Hyundai will share surplus 

capacity and purchase cargo slots with the shipping network, called the 2M Alliance, 

which is made up of Denmark-based Maersk Line and Switzerland-based 

Mediterranean Shipping Co. and moves one-third of all seaborne cargo. “This tie-up 

falls short of what we expected, but nevertheless the agreement amounts to an alliance 

because we’re guaranteed exclusivity in cargo sharing with the 2M members,” the 

South Korean company said. Slot purchasing is common among carriers, even between 

members of competing alliances. Maersk, for instance, has a number of such deals with 

France’s CMA CGM and Germany’s Hapag Lloyd AG, the senior members of two rival 

groupings that directly compete with 2M. 

Shipping executives said that while the slot-purchase agreement will give Hyundai 

greater access to the 2M network such deals are favorable when demand is on the rise 

and operators pay to move containers on each other’s ships when they don’t have 

enough space to move cargo on their own vessels. But with the industry coping with 

the worst down-cycle in 30 years, most operators are struggling to fill up their ships. 

“There is no way to sugarcoat that Hyundai Merchant Marine has not achieved solid 

terms to weather the weak market at an alliance level and likely will soon have to assess 

http://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/higher-oil-and-dollar-prices-create-a-new-environment-for-shipping-to-operate/
http://quotes.wsj.com/011200.SE
http://www.wsj.com/articles/hyundai-merchant-no-longer-considered-for-2m-alliance-maersk-says-1481220177
http://quotes.wsj.com/005380.SE
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its strategy again,” said Basil Karatzas of New York based Karatzas Marine Advisors & 

Co. 

More important, people involved in the deal said Maersk will be taking over five ships 

that Hyundai has chartered from independent shipowners. This will strip some risk 

from Hyundai as it will no longer have to honor charter obligations if the market 

continues to deteriorate. “This will be a relief for Hyundai creditors and shareholders,” 

Mr. Karatzas said. Maersk Line said in a written statement the cooperation is a 

combination of slot exchanges and slot purchases among the three parties, as well as 

Maersk and MSC taking over a number of charters and operations of vessels currently 

chartered to HMM. The cooperation is outside the scope of MSC and Maersk Line’s 

2M vessel-sharing accord, yet will provide HMM access to the 2M network. For Maersk 

Line the cooperation will provide new opportunities, not least in the trans-Pacific trade 

where 2M gets access to strong HMM products, it said. “We are pleased to enter into 

this strategic cooperation with Hyundai Merchant Marine. It will enable us to enhance 

our 2M network and presence” in trans-Pacific trade, said Maersk Line Chief 

Operating Officer Søren Toft. The agreement is scheduled to begin in April 2017 

subject to regulatory approval. The initial term of the cooperation is three years with 

an option to extend and covers key East-West trades. “If Hyundai’s financial health 

and business performance improve during the three-year period, our partnership will 

be converted to full-fledged membership,” a spokesman for Hyundai said. The parties 

expect to disclose more information about network changes and schedules in early 

2017, according to Maersk. 

The pact is binding among the three partners and will be filed with the Federal 

Maritime Commission of the U.S. as such, it added. The three-year tie-up will allow 

surplus capacity to be shared or traded through slot exchanges and purchases, 

according to Hyundai. The looser partnership had been expected after Maersk Line, 

the senior 2M member, told The Wall Street Journal last week that it was no longer 

considering Hyundai for membership in the group. HMM controls a 2.2% share of 

global container capacity. The company posted a $556 million operating loss in the 

first nine months of this year as revenue fell 25% from a year earlier to $2.5 billion. 

In July, HMM and the 2M alliance signed a memorandum of understanding for the 

South Korean carrier to join. But 2M recently backtracked amid customer concerns 

over moving cargo on South Korean ships after the collapse of rival Hanjin 

Shipping Co. in August. Membership in a global shipping alliance was one of three 

conditions laid out by the heavily indebted company’s main creditor, state-run Korea 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/hyundai-merchant-no-longer-considered-for-2m-alliance-maersk-says-1481220177
http://www.wsj.com/articles/hyundai-merchant-no-longer-considered-for-2m-alliance-maersk-says-1481220177
http://quotes.wsj.com/117930.SE
http://quotes.wsj.com/117930.SE
http://www.wsj.com/articles/hyundai-merchant-marine-in-talks-to-join-2m-alliance-1466657851
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Development Bank, to approve a restructuring plan last summer that made the bank 

HMM’s biggest shareholder. A spokesman for KDB said Sunday the bank hasn’t 

decided its position on the deal with the 2M members, but was looking at it “in a 

positive light.” 

Source: www.wsj.com, 11 December 2016 

 
 

How Pakistan's Gwadar port is an attractive business option for China 

-Harsh V. Pant 

In a move of great strategic significance to both India and the US, China seems 

poised to deploy its naval ships along with Pakistan navy to safeguard the 

strategic Gwadar port and trade routes under the $46 billion China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC). If this move goes ahead as planned, it will be the 

logical culmination of a long drawn Chinese involvement in Pakistan, giving the 

Chinese navy a foothold in the first overseas location – the Indian Ocean and the 

Arabia Sea. This should not be surprising given China’s growing interest in the 

region and Pakistan’s eagerness to counterbalance India’s naval might.  

Strategic 

China has always been keen on gaining a strategic toehold in the Arabian Sea 

and Gwadar has been an attractive option. Despite its problems, the Sino-Pak 

military collaboration too has been proceeding apace. Despite some suggesting 

that Beijing’s role in Gwadar would remain limited because of mounting troubles 

in Balochistan and its keenness to avoid raising hackles in New Delhi and 

Washington, China has now taken the plunge into the murky waters of Gwadar.  

The Gwadar port, opened in 2007 with an initial $200 million in funding from 

China, had been a commercial failure because of Pakistan’s inability to use it 

effectively. But where in the past Beijing had repeatedly played down the 

significance of the Chinese role in Gwadar, many in the Pakistani establishment 

had gone to the extent of explicitly asking China to build a base at Gwadar. China 

wants to overcome its ‘Malacca Dilemma’ as more than 80 per cent of its oil 

imports travel through the Straits of Hormuz. Given its reluctance to rely on US 

naval power for unhindered access to energy, it has moved to build up its naval 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/foundering-hyundai-merchant-marine-cuts-deal-with-shipowners-1465539658
http://www.wsj.com/articles/hyundai-merchant-marine-reaches-cargo-agreement-with-2m-alliance-1481456256
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power at choke points along the sea routes from the Persian Gulf to the South 

China Sea. The Gwadar port is central to this aim. Situated about 400 km away 

from the Straits of Hormuz at the apex of the Arabian Sea, it is a key asset for 

China, especially now when Beijing and Islamabad are busy building the nearly 

3,000-km-long economic corridor linking the Gwadar port with Xinjiang. The 

Chinese-Pakistani relationship has now moved beyond the ‘higher than 

Himalayas and sweeter than honey’ phase. Chinese strategists are openly talking 

of Pakistan as their nation’s only real ally. China’s submarine operations in the 

Indian Ocean and the Chinese-Pakistani naval cooperation are challenging naval 

supremacy and have the potential to change the regional naval power balance. 

China is also busy redefining the territorial status-quo in the region. 

By deciding to construct major civil, energy and military infrastructure projects 

in the CPEC, which runs through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) and the 

areas of Gilgit and Baltistan, China has accorded de facto ‘legitimacy’ to 

Pakistan’s illegal occupation of these areas.  

Weapons 

China – the world’s third-largest weapons exporter – has Pakistan as the top 

recipient of its arms. By aiding Pakistan in setting up its nuclear and ballistic 

missile programmes, besides supplying conventional arms, Beijing had made 

sure that the Indian-Pakistani military balance is maintained. China is 

considered a reliable ally that has always come to Pakistan’s aid – so much so 

that Beijing has even tacitly supported Islamabad’s strategy of using terror as a 

policy instrument against New Delhi. With India ascending in the global 

hierarchy and strengthening its ties with the United States, China’s need for 

Pakistan is likely to grow. This has been evident in China’s policies toward 

Pakistan on critical issues in South Asia. A rising India makes Pakistan all the 

more important in China’s strategy for the subcontinent. It is highly unl ikely 

that China will give up playing the Pakistan card vis-à-vis India anytime soon. 

The Chinese-Pakistani partnership serves the interests of both partners by 

presenting India with a potential two-front theatre in the event of war with 

either country. 
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Presence 

And for China, Pakistan is increasingly important to fend off a joint Indian-US 

challenge. South Asia is emerging as an important new front in the power 

struggle between the US and China as well as India and China, and the region’s 

importance is only likely to increase in the coming years. China is taking the 

plunge in the waters of the Indian Ocean with its potential naval presence in 

Gwadar. It will reshape the strategic map of the region in the coming years.  

Source: www.orfonline.org, 12 December 2016 

 

China Shipbuilding Industry Outlook to 2020 - Concentration on Gas 

Carriers and Cruise Ships to Stimulate China Shipbuilding Industry 

The report titled "China Shipbuilding Industry Outlook to 2020 – Concentration on 

Gas Carriers and Cruise Ships to Stimulate China Shipbuilding Industry" provides a 

comprehensive analysis of China Shipbuilding Industry. The report focuses on the new 

shipbuilding and ship-repair industry in China and covers market size and 

segmentation of overall China Shipbuilding industry by type of ships delivered, by 

regional manufacturing clusters, by ownership, by customer base, by new orders and 

repairs. The report covers the market share and detailed company profile of leading 

players and the failed players. The potential and future outlook for China Shipbuilding 

Industry has also been discussed in the publication. The report provides detailed 

analysis of major players, their strategies, SWOT Analysis, Trends & Developments 

and major issues and challenges with the China Shipbuilding Industry. The report also 

serves as a benchmark for existing players and every new player who wish to capitalize 

the market potential and investors who are looking forward to venture into the China 

Shipbuilding Industry. 

Most of the developing world is suffering from an economic slowdown a prolonged 

weakness in the commodity prices is expected over the next decade. Fluctuations in 

the commodity prices have a detrimental impact on the Shipbuilding Industry 

in China. The expectation of low commodity prices means that there will be a 

readjusting of the current and future fleet of the shipping companies. This directly 

affects the orders for the new ships that the shipping companies place with the 

shipbuilders.  

http://www.orfonline.org/research/pakistans-gwadar-port-attractive-business-option-china/
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In 2015, China's Shipbuilding Industry accounted for ~% of the global shipbuilding 

industry's revenue. China's Shipbuilding Industry was valued at USD ~ billion in 2015 

and the value has been declining since 2010 exhibiting a CAGR of ~% from 2010-2015. 

A mere ~ new order was placed at the Chinese shipyards in 2015. The new orders 

in China shipbuilding industry witnessed a CAGR of ~% from 2010-2015. This has 

been in line with the declining orders in the global shipbuilding industry. The major 

bright spot for the shipbuilding industry is the demand for energy shipping, especially 

LPG/LNG shipping as more nations are moving away from considering crude oil as 

the only source of fuel. This will increase the demand for LPG/LNG carriers and the 

shipbuilding companies in China should focus more on the manufacturing of such 

carriers instead of focusing on the declining bulk-carrier manufacturing industry. 

Bulk carriers have accounted for the major share of the shipbuilding activities 

in China attributable to the commodity boom in the past, for instance, coal and iron 

ore the government is trying to boost the cruise ship manufacturing in China by tying-

up with the leading foreign players for instance, Fincantieri. There has been a 

transition in the shipbuilding industry in China with the production of dry cargo 

coming down significantly.  

China is considered as a low-cost ship-repair market in the world. This is mainly 

because of the lower administrative costs and wages in China. The highest price 

registered in China is ~% cheaper than the lowest price registered in South Korea. On 

an average, it takes around USD ~ for a general dry bulk cargo ship to get repaired 

in China whereas the same ship is repaired at more than USD ~ in Japan mainly 

because of the higher steel prices in Japan. This clearly highlights that ship repair 

industry in China has the potential to compensate the downturn in the new 

shipbuilding market. 

The shipbuilding industry in China is dominated by the state-owned companies: 

China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC), China State Shipbuilding 

Corporation (CSSC), CIMC Raffles, COSCO and China Merchants Industry Holdings 

Co. Ltd. (CMIH). Out of these five forces, CSIC holds a major share of ~% in 2015 

followed by CSSC. Apart from these, some private players are also operating in the 

China shipbuilding market. But environment for private companies in the China 

shipbuilding industry has never been as supportive and has become worse in the 

recent times. Private players captured a minimal ~% share in the total revenues in 

2015. 
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The future outlook for the Chinese shipbuilding industry is also contingent upon the 

investments in the infrastructure segment by the countries which are considered as 

untapped markets by the Chinese maritime analysts for instance, countries in 

central Africa and Latin America. If these countries do not have the necessary 

infrastructure required at the ports, the Chinese shipping industry will not have new 

orders from the owners of ships in such untapped market. The shipyards have to 

become more technologically advanced so as to attract the next generation of maritime 

professionals. China is already suffering from a huge industrial and infrastructural 

overcapacity, high public debts and slower economic growth which could again 

become a hurdle in the improvement of China Shipbuilding Industry. 

Source: www.prnewswire.com, 12 December 2016 

 

PMO to shipping ministry: Increase direct delivery’s share to 40 per cent 

                                                                                                                                -Deepak patel 

Giving a push to the ‘ease of doing business’ initiative, the Prime Minister’s Office 

(PMO) has directed the shipping ministry to increase the share of “direct delivery” 

consignments at Indian ports to 40 per cent by the end of this year. Under this direct 

port delivery (DPD) system, the imported containers are directly delivered to the pre-

approved clients instead of waiting at container freight stations for clearance. 

“Ministry of Shipping will increase the number of direct delivery consignments to 25 

per cent by September 30, 2016 and 40 per cent by December 31, 2016,” said the 

minutes of the meeting chaired by Nripendra Mishra, principal secretary to PM, on 

May 7 this year. 

In a recent performance review, the shipping ministry identified DPD system as one 

of the primary ways to decongest major ports of the country. It was only in February 

this year that India’s largest container harbour Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) 

extended its DPD facility to each of its pre-approved clients, irrespective of their trade 

volume. Before this February directive, just 10-14 importers were availing the DPD 

facility as they were the only ones that were able to fulfill the criteria of importing at 

least 300 twenty-foot-equivalent units per month. Once this criterion was removed by 

JNPT, around 150 importers started using DPD facility. Currently, around 467 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/china-shipbuilding-industry-outlook-to-2020---concentration-on-gas-carriers-and-cruise-ships-to-stimulate-china-shipbuilding-industry-300376981.html
http://indianexpress.com/about/jawaharlal-nehru
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importers — which is approximately 10 per cent of the overall importer base of the port 

— are availing the DPD facility. 

In February, Anil Diggikar, chairman of JNPT, said, “When a container is at the 

container freight station, it costs Rs 10,000 per day per container on an average to the 

importer. So, if it lies for 9-10 days, the cost goes up to Rs 1 lakh per container. With 

DPD facility, there is a direct saving of Rs 1 lakh per container, and reduction in 

inventory, logistics and transaction costs will be added advantage to the importers.” 

In a notice dated July 18, the Chennai Port Trust (CPT) asked its container terminal 

operators — Chennai Container Terminal Private Limited (CCTPL) and Chennai 

International Terminal Private Limited (CITPL) — to increase the share of DPD facility 

by 40 per cent by the end of this year. It asked these two operators to increase their 

yard space for handling the direct delivery containers in order to create an effective 

DPD facility at their terminals. “Both the terminal operators intimated that all the 

direct delivery containers are segregated and stacked in container yard for an effective 

DPD without any delay,” the notice stated. The CPT also asked the importers to avail 

this facility at the port by registering their names with the two container operators 

after getting an approval from the customs department. At June, 2016, the share of 

containers that were passed at Chennai port using DPD facility was 12 per cent only. 

At the May 7 meeting at PMO, the shipping ministry was also asked to install scanners 

at JNPT port and Mundhra port by September 30, 2016. The customs department 

plans to incorporate 44 scanners at various ports before March 2017, comprising of 11 

drive-through scanners owned by the department and 33 mobile scanners that will be 

procured by private ports and operated by customs department. The PMO had also 

asked the shipping ministry to convert all ports, which are still dealing with paperwork 

manually, to electronic data interchange (EDI) ports by September this year. 

Moreover, it has also asked to integrate port community system and terminal 

operators filing system with ICEGATE, which is the e-commerce portal of Central 

Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC). 

Source: indianexpress.com, 14 December 2016 

 

 

http://indianexpress.com/article/business/economy/pmo-to-shipping-ministry-increase-direct-deliverys-share-to-40-per-cent/
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Port of San Diego hopes Blue Economy could help reduce Copper 

Pollution  

-Parimal M. Rohit 

SAN DIEGO — Enacting a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) policy might not be the 

only way to reduce copper levels in San Diego Bay – or any other harbor for that 

matter. The Port of San Diego, angling to be on the cutting edge of environmental 

policy, is moving forward with its efforts to reduce copper pollution in the harbor by 

relying upon blue tech innovation. Potential breakthroughs in developing copper 

reduction technology and non-copper boat bottom paints could be fostered by the port 

district’s incubator plan. The plan, consistent with Blue Economy principles, would 

direct investments into the creation, development and initial sustainability of 

environmentally friendly policies. Port district staff hopes to achieve its vision by 

combining investments in sustainability projects with copper reduction technology. 

“There are many blue tech companies exploring technologies to effectively remediate 

contaminants in marine waters and sediments. As a result, some of these efforts have 

a direct co-benefit to the district’s environmental programs,” port district staff stated. 

“[We] recently began exploring ways in which blue tech could help reduce pollution in 

San Diego Bay.” 

San Diego has been addressing copper pollution in its harbor since 2005, when the 

Regional Water Quality Control Board enacted a TMDL policy. Port officials are 

required to achieve a 76 percent reduction in copper levels at Shelter Island Yacht 

Basin by 2022. About 98 percent of copper loading at Shelter Island Yacht Basin came 

from antifouling paints on recreational boats, according to port district staff. A five-

step plan was incorporated to address copper pollution at Shelter Island: test and 

research alternatives; develop policy or legislation supporting copper remediation; 

educate and reach out to boaters about alternatives; and, monitor/assess data to see 

what does or does not work. The port district, however, expressed interest in pursuing 

other methods to reduce copper pollution in San Diego Bay. Port officials issued a 

Request for Proposals (RFP) in March 2016 to find “new or innovative approaches that 

either reduce input of copper to the bay or remove existing copper.” “The goal of the 

RFP was to provide research and development funds that promote the advancement 

MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
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or improvement of environmentally sustainable business practices and/or 

technologies that reduce copper and improve water quality,” port district staff stated. 

Seven proposals were submitted. Suggested copper remediation techniques included 

active/passive water filtration, bioremediation and hull clean capture systems. Port 

district staff ultimately determined it could identify a pilot project to pursue long-

range solutions through an incubator plan. Discussions are currently in play, 

according to port district staff, with Red Lion Chem Tech Inc. and Rentunder AB to 

pursue copper remediation opportunities. “Staff has initiated discussion with [Red 

Lion Chem Tech and Rentunder] … so the copper reduction technology could be 

considered as initial pilot projects for the blue tech incubator,” port district staff stated 

in its report to commissioners. A proposal for incubator partnership could be in front 

of the board by spring 2017. The port district is also pursuing new business proposals 

for blue tech innovation. 

District staff explains “blue tech” as “the advanced technology sector of the maritime 

industry” driving innovation within the growing Blue Economy market opportunity. A 

“Blue Economy,” according to port staff, balances economic opportunity with 

responsible investment in a sustainable ocean economy. “The Blue Economy is 

comprised of a wide variety of marine-dependent businesses such as aquaculture and 

fisheries, eco-tourism, scientific research, security, and ocean-based technology or 

blue tech,” port staff stated in a report to the Board of Port Commissioners. “[It] 

involves technological advances in emerging areas such as marine renewables and 

biofuels, marine biotechnology and robotics, and other ocean-based industries.” 

Opportunities in blue tech innovation and aquaculture have been at the top of the port 

district’s strategic plan to engage in long-term marine planning and environmental 

stewardship. 

“The aquaculture and blue tech incubator programs will serve as cornerstones for 

district’s Blue Economy vision and create an environment in which innovation can 

excel, by providing ocean entrepreneurs with key assets, such as land and water 

entitlements, permit-ready infrastructure, marine spatial planning tools, regulatory 

expertise, and mentorship,” port district staff stated. 

Source: www.thelog.com, 8 December 2016 

 

http://www.thelog.com/news-departments/port-of-san-diego-hopes-blue-economy-could-help-reduce-copper-pollution/
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Researchers sound alarm over millions of tonnes of plastic dumped into 

Oceans 

A team of researchers set off from the southern California city of Los Angeles to the 

Hawaiian Islands on a mission to collect data in the Pacific Ocean which might help 

find routes taken by millions of tonnes of plastic dumped into the seas each year. 

Members of Plastic Change, an international organization based in Denmark that aims 

to raise awareness the consequences of the increasing plastic pollution of the oceans, 

are set to collect data and measure levels of micro-plastics floating in the water. Micro-

plastics are particles from larger items made brittle by sunlight and pounded to pieces 

by waves, bitten by sharks and other fish or otherwise torn apart. Wind and sea 

currents gather plastic debris in the so-called gyres — big patches of debris, spun by 

currents and floating in the oceans and seas. 

Tip of the iceberg 

In their research, the team uses Manta Trawl, a net system designed to help measure 

levels of micro-plastics on the surface of the water. The researchers also collect water 

from different depths to measure levels of micro-plastics in the ocean. Kristian Syberg, 

an environmental biologist, says that the patches of micro-plastics seen on the surface 

of the water are only the tip of the iceberg and that their research may help to track 

down the rest. "There are several hypotheses of where the remaining part of the plastic 

can be. It can be different at different depths in the water column. Some of it might 

have sunk to the ocean floor; some might have entered the food chain," Syberg said. 

Henrik Beha Pedersen, founder of Plastic Change and leader of the expedition, says 

the amount of plastics in the ocean is likely to double within the next ten years and 

some of the debris will return to land. Collecting samples of debris washed out on the 

beach, Pedersen says, "Look at this. It's all pieces of micro-plastic. It's washed ashore 

here. The ocean works like a blender and it's blending the plastic down to these smaller 

pieces." 

A problem for wildlife and human health  

Megan Lamson, program manager of Hawaii Wildlife Fund — a non-profit 

organization dedicated to the preservation of the islands' wildlife — says volunteers 

come to the beaches for regular clean-ups. "When heaps and heaps of marine debris 

wash ashore or are entangled in our reefs, that's a problem for the marine wild life and 

it's a problem for human health. So, our best bet is to reduce this problem or to prevent 
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future entanglement, just to come down here and get as much debris off the beach as 

possible," she said. Items found on the beach prove the ocean pollution is a truly global 

issue, says Lamson, holding one such piece of debris: "I think it's from Korea. It 

resembles the floats that are from there."  Experts have sounded the alarm over how 

plastic pollution kills huge numbers of seabirds and marine mammals and destroys 

ocean ecosystems. Some plastic objects like discarded fishing nets, kill by entangling 

dolphins, sea turtles and other animals. Pieces of plastic frequently get stuck in the 

throats and digestive tracts of marine animals. 

Source: www.cbc.ca, 8 December 2016 

 

Minister eases local worries over Environmental Pollution 

Minister Tran Hong Ha revealed the information while clearing up environmental and 

land pollution concerns raised by local residents in the central province of Ha Tinh 

during a meeting in Hanoi on December 8. He said the recent marine environmental 

incident caused by Taiwan-invested Hung Nghiep Formosa Ha Tinh Steel Limited 

Company in the four central provinces has profoundly affected the local lives.  The 

Government has delivered Formosa’s compensation to fishermen in two phrases while 

continuously supporting them to seek suitable jobs, he said. 

For its part, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment is doing its best to 

recover the maritime environment and assist locals to stabilise lives. Fishermen from 

Ky Loi commune, Ky Anh district, Ha Tinh province appealed for exclusive policies to 

help them switch jobs and sell fish products. Minister Tran Hong Ha also said the 

compensation criteria for households affected by the incident are reasonable, but there 

may arise some unexpected problems during the implementation. 

Thereby, the ministry will supplement cases to receive support and submit it to the 

Government for consideration, he said. He noted that the State and local inhabitants 

need to join hands to strictly control the waste discharge by Formosa to ensure the 

environment is safe. In late June, Formosa admitted responsibility for the massive fish 

death in the central provinces of Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri and Thua Thien-

Hue.  

Source: english.vietnamnet.vn, 9 December 2016 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/environmentalist-plastic-research-pacific-1.3887861
http://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/environment/169230/minister-eases-local-worries-over-environmental-pollution.html
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Ecology Research Report: How noise pollution impacts marine ecology 

- Laura Briggs 

Marine ecologists have shown how noise pollution is changing the behaviour of marine 

animals - and how its elimination will significantly help build their resilience. Building 

up a library of sound from marine creatures including cod, whelks and sea slugs is 

important to helping build resilience in species affected by noise pollution, according 

to Exeter University's Associate Professor in Marine Biology and Global Change Dr 

Steve Simpson.Human noise factors including busy shipping lanes, wind farms and 

water tourism can all impact on the calls of various species - including cod which relies 

on sound for finding a mate with their "song". 

In certain areas, it has even been discovered that cod have changed the frequency of 

their song to deal with the impacts of noise pollution.  Different coral reefs will also 

make different noises to attract different varieties of fish. Findings also show that fish 

will onlyrespond to sounds they are familiar with. Dr Simpson says: "Over the last 200 

years the marine soundscape has changed due to human activity, which means 

animals that have developed over millions of years are having to adapt to survive these 

changes. "If you live half your life in the dark, and if you live in murky waters, sound 

is really important and of course it travels far better under water than through light. 

"It is a better communication channel to find both prey and predators and then avoid 

them so it's really key for marine animals, from whales and dolphins to crabs and 

coral."As a NERC Knowledge Exchange Fellow, Dr Simpson and his colleagues have 

been compiling a library of sounds from fish and marine invertebrates to further 

understand its importance.Listening to the sounds made by a range of fish species, 

including crab, sea slugs and whelks and by recording the whole marine ecology 

system, their findings show that the behaviour of species is altered where noise 

pollution is a factor. "Looking at the data, we realise that sound has real complexity. 

For animals like cod their call is particularly important during mating time. When fish 

are trying to get ahead in the mating game they don't have plumage or facial 

expressions to rely on, so sound is the way they make themselves as attractive as 

possible." Cod return to the same breeding grounds and their song is specific to the 

area they return to, much like a regional accent. Factors that may alter their song 

include human noise, and Dr Simpson is keen to develop a co-operative method of 

research working with the likes of win power and shipping companies which could lead 

to reducing human noise at certain times in order to help species develop resilience. 

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/
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He explains: "We are able to detect animal behaviour and then see how important 

human noise is to this behaviour. This could give us the information we need to be able 

to best advise wind farms when they should be turned off for example, or to move 

shipping lanes to benefit certain species. "We don't have enough information on 

sounds to know if there is any decline in species due to human noise activity but we 

can show animal behaviour changes as a direct result of it - such as louder singing in 

cod species (known as the Lombard effect). "We are currently building a library of 

noise from all sorts of marine life. Noises can be changed pretty quickly so shipping 

companies or water tourism companies can work collaboratively to develop research 

and work to help these species. "We've also been researching in Australia recently 

where there are encouraging signs which show that if we can remove noise pollution 

we can build resilience." With many additional environmental stresses on marine 

ecology, including global warming, waste pollution and over-fishing, to eliminate just 

one stress - noise pollution - really could help many marine species build resilience to 

better cope with the other stress factors. 

Source: www.theecologist.org, 12 December 2016 

 

Cyclone Vardah: Govt taking all precautions at Kalpakkam nuclear power 

plant in Kancheepuram 

New Delhi: Government has taken all precautions for the safety of Kalpakkam nuclear 

power plant as Tamil Nadu faces a severe cyclonic storm Vardah on Monday. "All 

precautions are taken at nuclear plant Kalpakkam to face Vardah. So far all is well and 

plant operation is normal. The plant is in touch with the India Meteorological 

Department," the National Disaster Management Authority said in a statement. 

Kalpakkam is in Kancheepuram, which along with Chennai, Tiruvallur and Villupuram 

in northern Tamil Nadu, has been pounded by heavy rainfall and high velocity winds. 

The Nuclear Power Corporation of India-run power plant has two operational units 

which produces 440 MW power while another plant of 500 MW is undergoing 

construction. The wind speed of cyclone Vardah reached 110-120 kmph as the landfall 

process began. People are advised to remain in safe places and cooperate with state 

government officials and disaster management agencies, the NDMA said. As many as 

19 team of National Disaster Response Force (one team comprises of 35 personnel) 

have been deployed in coastal areas of Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh to deal with 

any situation arising out of the cyclone's landfall. Fishermen are advised not to venture 

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988441/ecology_research_report_how_noise_pollution_impacts_marine_ecology.html
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into sea along and off south Andhra Pradesh, north Tamil Nadu and Puducherry coasts 

during next two days. So far 7,354 people from Tamil Nadu living in areas of possible 

landfall have been shifted to safer places and kept in 54 relief centres. 

Source: www.firstpost.com, 12 December 2016 

Military activities in Chagos Archipelago: Concerns, Impacts and way 
forward 

 
-Anjelina Patrick 

 
Introduction  

Diego Garcia is a highly guarded military base of the United States and strategically 

situated between East Africa, East Asia, and Southeast Asia, making it a vital outpost 

for basing US naval forces and projecting air and naval power into the region.   

In 1966, the United Kingdom signed an agreement with the United States, giving it 

permission to use the island as a naval base for an initial period of 50 years. This 

agreement is set to expire in 2016. Unless the UK or the US takes steps to terminate 

the agreement, it will automatically be extended for a further period of twenty years.xiii 

The expiry of the initial agreement, brought hope for the islanders, who were forced to 

flee during the period 1967- 1973, and then denied the right to return to their native 

land. 

This issue brief studies the social and environmental impact of military activities on 

the Chagos Archipelago. It provides a brief history of Diego Garcia and its strategic 

importance for both the United States and United Kingdom. It examines Mauritius 

claims over the archipelago and provides an insight to the Chagos Marine Protected 

Area. The paper also makes recommendations or the way ahead to resolve the 

highlighted issues. 

Brief History and Importance of Diego Garcia 

The Chagos Archipelago comprises of seven atolls and more than 60 islands, and Diego 

Garcia is the largest. It was claimed by the French during the 18th century and used for 

plantation of coconuts and fishing.  Mauritius and its dependencies - Chagos 

Archipelago and Seychelles, were ceded to the United Kingdom by France in 1814 

through the Treaty of Paris, and thereafter administered by Mauritius. Later, the 

Archipelago was retained by the United Kingdom, as one of the conditions for 

Mauritius to attain independence in 1968. 

http://www.firstpost.com/india/cyclone-vardah-govt-taking-all-precautions-at-kalpakkam-nuclear-power-plant-in-kancheepuram-3152324.html
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On 30th December 1966, Britain agreed to lease Diego Garcia to the United States for 

the construction of a naval base.xiv Due to its small population, the UK successfully 

uprooted the island’s people, as well as managed to avoid large-scale controversy.xv 

The depopulation from 1968 to 1973 was undertaken by intimidation and restricting 

inward migration. The displaced Chagossians settled mostly in Mauritius and 

Diego Garcia is often regarded to be at the core of United States’ strategy in the Indian 

Ocean. The United States did not entail any monetary liability on account of the lease, 

but a US $ 14 million ‘discount’ to UK was offered for acquiring the Polaris nuclear 

missiles. The island is strategically significant for the United States as it is remote, 

secure and centrally placed. It is relatively immune from land based attack and, due to 

the absence of a local population; the base has been insulated from local political 

conflicts over the last five decades.xvi 

The island is home to about 1,700 military personnel and 1,500 civilian contractors 

with only about 50 British troops. The island is used jointly by the US Navy and the 

Air Force.xvii  A   number of air operations during the 1991 Persian Gulf War, 1998 Iraq 

War, and 2001 strikes in Afghanistan were launched from Diego Garcia.  

During the Cold War, Diego Garcia was highly valuable for the United States to 

monitor the activities of the erstwhile USSR. In Post-Cold War, the base is vital for US 

security and foreign policy interest such as the war on terror and monitoring of other 

naval activities in the Indian Ocean Region. 

Mauritius claims over the Archipelagos  

Mauritius government has maintained its claim to sovereignty over the Chagos 

Archipelago, arguing that it was illegally separated from Mauritius, before it gained 

independence in 1968. Mauritius views the issue as a breach of United Nations 

resolutions on decolonisation, most notably the United Nations General Assembly 

Resolution 1514/XV of 14 December 1960, stating: 

“Immediate steps shall be taken... all other territories which have not yet 

attained independence, to transfer all powers to the people of those territories, 

without any condition or reservations…enable them to enjoy complete 

independence and freedom.”xviii  
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The Chagossians have unsuccessfully waged a number of legal battles to resettle on the 

island since 2000. However, they have achieved a few successes like financial 

compensations and the right to own a British passport. 

The UK also came under criticism after it declared the BIOT as marine reserve, with 

the exception of Diego Garcia, leading to Mauritius filing a case under the United 

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).   

The issue of Chagos Marine Protected Area - Social and Environmental Impact  

In February 2009, the British government announced plans to establish a marine 

reserve in the BIOT. After numerous protests by Mauritius, the UK initiated a four-

month public consultation on its decision to establish a Marine Protected Area (MPA) 

in Chagos. Chagos MPA was declared on 1st April 2010 by the BIOT Commissioner. It 

is one of the largest ‘No-take’ MPA i.e. prohibition on fishing, dredging, extraction of 

minerals, construction and dumping.  The MPA covers the entire 200-mile Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ) around the territorial waters of the Chagos Archipelago, except 

for Diego Garcia, with the MPA ending 3 nautical miles around the island. xix This 

raised several questions including whether it was an excuse to prevent the inhabitants 

from returning back to their homes or if it was genuinely meant to conserve the local 

ecology.  

The Chagos MPA came under controversy after a diplomatic cable was leaked on 1st 

December 2010, which stated that the reserve was an outcome of a deliberate plan by 

the United Kingdom and United States, with an agenda of preventing the indigenous 

population from returning to their land.  

On 20th December 2010, the Mauritian Government commenced litigation 

proceedings against the UK Government under UNCLOS to challenge the legality of 

the Chagos MPA. During the proceedings, it was observed that the United Kingdom 

had violated 1982 UNCLOS provision, which required it to consult the Mauritius 

prior to establishing the MPA.  

The Tribunal found that the UK was bound under international law to:  

(a) Return Chagos back to Mauritius, when it was no longer needed for defence purposes. 
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(b)  Preserve the benefits of any minerals or oil discovered in or near the Chagos 

Archipelago for Mauritius. 

(c)  Ensure that fishing rights in the Chagos Archipelago would remain available to 

Mauritius as far as practicable.xx 

From the United Kingdom’s perspective, the MPA was an effort to protect the flora 

and fauna of the Chagos archipelago. The US has also been trying to highlight its 

seriousness in undertaking international environmental responsibilities through the 

MPA. Their actions may be considered to resemble the concept of “greenwash” that 

tends to distract attention from the negative aspects of militarism, including instances 

of environmental degradation, the mistreatment of human subjects, and the 

perpetuation of colonial forms of government. According to Peter Harris, professor in 

the University of Texas, “UK clearly believes that it is possible to marry military and 

environmental objectives in BIOT, but only at the exclusion of the Chagossians’ right 

of return”.xxi  

Military construction and normal operations of the base, have generated numerous 

environmental concerns apart from creating a number of social issues. There has not 

been any extensive study on the environmental issues, due to denial of public access 

to the island. Diego Garcia’s lagoon has been subject to blasting and dredging. For 

instance, a paved airport runway was built on a 3.6km trail of land on crushed coral.  

A number of trees were cut down to make way for the base, leading to wildlife retreat 

and soil erosion. Since its construction, the island has seen more than one million 

gallons of jet fuel leaks, water fouled with diesel fuel sludge, the warehousing of 

depleted uranium-tipped bunker buster bombs, and the likely storage of nuclear 

weapons.xxii Anchor chains are also causing substantial damage to the corals especially 

in the northern basin of Diego Garcia.  US ships have been pouring waste including 

treated human sewage for three decades into the lagoon where a Foreign 

Commonwealth Officer has admitted that the British "no-discharge policy" were not 

being followed by US vessels. Various tests have found high levels (four times) of 

nutrients - nitrogen and phosphates causing damage to corals on Diego Garcia.xxiii This 

questions the efficacy of the Marine reserve with the exclusion of Diego Garcia, where 

military continues with its environment damaging practices. Large amount of floating 

plastic debris has been found on the beaches of Chagos. 
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Potential Way Forward  

With the Indian Ocean becoming the centre stage of global geopolitics, it may be 

necessary to recognise the significance and utility of the archipelago to the US. 

However, the Outer Chagos Islands, which lie 100 miles from Diego Garcia and have 

never been used for defence purposes, could be ceded to Mauritius without 

jeopardizing the functionality of the base.xxiv In addition, adequate compensation may 

be provided to the indigenous population, for the damages suffered as a result of their 

displacement. 

Co-management of the archipelagos could initiate bilateral talks between the UK and 

Mauritius. Ultimately, proper attention should be directed towards the military’s 

environmentally destructive activities rather than just creating an MPA.  

Appropriate steps must be taken to ensure that the ‘no-discharge’ policy is followed 

strictly. Proper environmental assessments should be undertaken before any 

significant activities such as dredging, which may affect the island’s ecology. This 

would help in reducing the possibility of ecological damage and costs. After proper 

assessment, the particular operation may be tailored to reduce environmental 

damage.xxv Stricter environmental monitoring system must be in place, especially to 

oversee the proper disposal of toxic waste, etc. 

The role of multilateral co-operative mechanisms in resolution of such problems 

cannot be overstated; for instance, the IORA which has ‘marine security and 

environment’ as one of its agenda, can play a critical role in preserving the fragile 

environment as well as bringing about redressal for the social issues. Mauritius is a 

member country of the IORA and UK and US are dialogue partners. 

Conclusion  

Amidst the growing demands of the Chagossians to return back, and Mauritius’s 

claims of sovereignty, the UK has continued to lease the island to US until 2036. The 

MPA for now serves to bypass the sovereignty of Mauritius over the islands and the 

strategic importance of Diego Garcia, rather than ecological or social concerns. A 

number of measures can be taken to reduce the adverse impacts of the military 

installation at Diego Garcia, which includes renewed thrust, especially on the part of 

IORA.  

Source: www.maritimeindia.org, 14 december 2016 

 

http://www.maritimeindia.org/View%20Profile/636172870308052364.pdf
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Talks open to finalise agreement for allowing India to use Bangladesh 

Seaports 

The meeting between delegations of the countries headed by Bangladesh Shipping 

Secretary Ashoke Madhab Roy and his Indian counterpart Rajive Kumar kicked off on 

Tuesday at the Secretariat.Roy said they would discuss over deals on four matters, 

including a new container terminal at Patukhali's Payra Port. "The committees for 

water protocol route had a meeting yesterday and today the secretary-level talks 

begin."He said four matters will be discussed -- use of Chittagong and Mongla ports, 

new container terminal for Mongla port, using of lighthouses and lighter vessels and 

plying of cruise ships. "We will further discuss the matter of using ports and finalise 

the agreement on it."Replying a query on the fees for using the ports, the shipping 

secretary said that these kinds of deals have three phases- MoU, agreement and 

standard operating procedure (SOP). He said the SOP will address the issue of 

fees. "We will finalise the agreement only," said Roy adding that it stipulates forming 

a panel of high-level officials of the countries to chalk out the SOP. 

India will be allowed to use the ports according to the worldwide standard, no special 

facility will be provided, he added. "They will have to pay all the charges in case of 

using ports in other countries. All the charges, including customs will be applicable."  

On the note of the Payra container terminal, Roy said that India would either go for 

PPP (Public Private Partnership) or directly investment for it. "It has been initially 

agreed that an Indian company from the private sector will be appointed for it."  

He said that they have forwarded a primary development project pro forma to the 

Economic Relations Division for financing the Payra port. "As many as 125 countries 

have expressed interest, including India." Roy said tourist and cruise ships will operate 

between the countries within a specific route, which will be finalised during the 

meeting. He, however, said until now it has been agreed that passengers will not be 

allowed to get off from the ships "But we have agreed on a three-day on arrival visa for 

crews. The matter of tourists might be discussed in the next meeting. We will decide 

on it after trial runs of cruise ships." Indian Shipping Secretary Rajive Kumar said that 

several Indian companies have expressed interest over the building the Payra 

container terminal, including one Indian Port Global. Replying a query, he said, "We 

are trying to complete the agreement and SOP as soon as possible. We hope it can be 

done within a month."    

GEOPOLITICS 
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Source: swarajyamag.com, 06 December 2016 

 

Chinese bases in South China Sea will help region, world, say experts 

China's construction in the South China Sea has turned its islands into the best-

equipped, most advanced bases in the region with airports, hospitals, agriculture and 

4G mobile signal, a military newspaper has claimed. According to the People's 

Liberation Army (PLA) Daily, in late November, a Chinese soldier stationed on the 

Nansha Islands in the South China Sea came down with sudden illness and was 

successfully treated in a modern hospital on Yongshu Reef, the most developed island 

in Sansha City, China's southernmost administrative region. This is just a small part 

of the development of these islands. Recently, the airports on the Yongshu Reef and 

on the Meiji and Chubi reefs at Yongshu's east, finished tests and soldiers' families can 

now fly to the Nansha Islands to visit their loved ones and tourists can also fly to these 

islands for sightseeing trips, the PLA Daily reported. These facilities will service every 

country around the South China Sea and the ships which are crossing this region, 

claimed Liu Feng, an expert on South China Sea studies. 

Apart from airports and hospitals, more than 20 scientific research projects are 

running on the Nansha Islands, dealing with issues such as seawater desalination, 

refuse disposal, and marine ecology protection; solar power systems provide energy 

for every island, the PLA Daily reported. Liu said "in the past, if any marine or air 

accidents happened in this region, it would be very difficult to conduct search and 

rescue operations because there were no modern bases and facilities in the region, but 

now China has built airports, hospitals, and lighthouses, these will make rescue 

missions much easier than before." 

Rapid change 

A former officer in the PLA Navy surnamed Su, who was stationed on the Nansha 

Islands from 2013 to 2014, told the Global Times that construction started in 2014, so 

two years ago, there was nothing on these islands. "Before the construction, our 

soldiers' living environment on the islands was extremely difficult," he said, "for 

instance, if they wanted to take a shower, they had to wait for rain." 

http://swarajyamag.com/insta/india-and-russia-to-hold-joint-naval-drills-on-december-14-21
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But now, according to the PLA Daily, in the military barracks on these islands, besides 

bathrooms with hot water, soldiers can use air-conditioners, TVs, washing machines 

and 4G signal to contact their families by mobile phone. 

In addition, there are also basketball and football grounds, and vegetable patches 

which provide fresh produce for everyone on the islands. Before China's massive 

construction in the South China Sea, other countries like Vietnam, the Philippines and 

Japan had already tried to build on reefs and islands in the South China Sea, but their 

scale cannot be compared to China's efforts. Jin Canrong, associate dean of the School 

of International Studies at the Renmin University of China, said on a TV program that 

"China's progress in two years is faster than Japan and the Philippine's progress 

combined in the past decades." Jin also joked that "When the US sends their warships 

to scare us, we just fill in one or two more islands to make ourselves calm down." 

Strategic location 

"The South China Sea has a nickname, "the second Persian Gulf," since approximately 

23 billion tons of petroleum and gas have been found in the region, and the South 

China Sea is also a crossroads of global navigation because it connects the Indian 

Ocean and the Pacific Ocean," an unnamed high ranking military officer wrote in 

Global Military, a magazine under the PLA Daily, on January 25. "So, this region is 

advantageous geographically, and when conflict begins, who controls this region will 

dominate," he claimed. China's construction and military presence in the South China 

Sea protects its own sovereignty and provides public goods for the region and global 

navigation, Su stressed, adding that China will not threaten any country, but if anyone 

wants to disrupt peace and challenge China's sovereignty, "they should know the 

consequences before making a stupid decision." Kou Zhilin, a squad leader on Chigua 

reef, told the PLA Daily that "Although the facilities and living environment have 

changed a lot, our duty and determination to guard our territory will never change." 

Source: www.ecns.cn, 8 December 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ecns.cn/military/2016/12-08/236837.shtml
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Manila Says it will not help US on Patrols in South China Sea 

 

The Philippine defense secretary said Thursday it is highly unlikely his country will 

allow the U.S. military to use it as a springboard for freedom of navigation patrols in 

the disputed South China Sea to avoid antagonizing China. Delfin Lorenzana said U.S. 

ships and aircraft could use bases in Guam, Okinawa or fly from aircraft carriers to 

patrol the disputed waters. Under President Rodrigo Duterte's predecessor, Benigno 

Aquino III, some U.S. aircraft and ships stopped in the Philippines on the way to 

patrolling the disputed waters to challenge China's territorial claims. 

Duterte, who took office in June, has taken steps to mend ties with China and became 

hostile toward the Obama administration after it raised concerns over Duterte's deadly 

crackdown on illegal drugs. Asked if the Philippines will continue to host U.S. ships 

and aircraft patrolling the disputed waters, Lorenzana said Duterte will not likely allow 

that to happen "to avoid any provocative actions that can escalate tensions in the South 

China Sea. It's unlikely." "We'll avoid that for the meantime," Lorenzana said. 

"Anyway, the U.S. can fly over there coming from other bases." 

In Washington, State Department spokeswoman Elizabeth Trudeau said Thursday she 

could not comment on Lorenzana's remarks as she hadn't seen them, but added: "Our 

adherence to freedom of navigation is well known. You know, we will fly, we will sail 

anywhere within international waters and we will continue that." The commander of 

U.S. forces in the Pacific, Adm. Harry Harris, said last month that despite Duterte's 

rhetoric, military cooperation with Manila has not changed. Duterte has publicly 

threatened to scale back the Philippines' military engagements with the U.S., including 

scuttling a plan to carry out joint patrols with the U.S. Navy in the disputed waters, 

which he said China opposes. U.S.-Philippine annual combat exercises have been 

reduced and will be redesigned to focus on disaster response and humanitarian 

missions. Among the maneuvers to be dropped starting next year are amphibious 

landing exercises and beach raids aimed at enhancing the country's territorial defense, 

military officials said. 

Duterte's actions have become a hindrance to U.S. efforts to reassert its presence in 

Asia, although the U.S. military has vowed to continue patrolling one of the world's 

busiest commercial waterways. After Duterte met Chinese President Xi Jinping in 

Beijing in October, China allowed Filipinos to fish at disputed Scarborough Shoal. 

China took control of the rich fishing area in 2012 after a tense standoff with Philippine 

http://abcnews.go.com/topics/news/philippines.htm
http://abcnews.go.com/topics/news/us/state-department.htm
http://abcnews.go.com/topics/news/world/xi-jinping.htm
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government ships. Philippine coast guard ships have also resumed patrols at the shoal. 

Aside from the easing of tensions at Scarborough, Chinese coast guard ships are no 

longer blocking Philippine resupply ships from Second Thomas Shoal, farther south 

in the Spratlys, Lorenzana said. Lorenzana said he and his Chinese counterpart agreed 

in October, during Duterte's trip to China, to resume exchanges of defense observers 

and students under a 2004 agreement. The exchanges were suspended in 2012 when 

the Philippines brought its territorial disputes with China to international arbitration 

under Aquino's presidency, angering Beijing, he said. China has also inquired if it can 

supply armaments to the Philippines, he said. China can further expand its influence 

in the region if U.S. President-elect Donald Trump pursues an isolationist foreign 

policy, former Philippine Foreign Secretary Albert del Rosario said. "If the U.S. 

relinquishes (its) leadership posture in terms of the region, that vacuum will be quickly 

filled by our northern neighbor," del Rosario said. 

Source: abcnews.go.com, 8 December 2016 

Vietnam invites India to explore energy in South China Sea 

Highlighting India’s importance as a regional power, Vietnam has urged New Delhi to 

intensify economic engagement with Southeast Asia. Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan, 

Chairwoman of National Assembly of Vietnam and member of Standing Committee of 

Politburo, Communist Party of Vietnam, on Saturday extended invitation to India to 

explore energy in South China Sea and supported India’s multilateral membership 

plans. “Vietnam supports ‘Act East’ policy of India which is aimed at energising India’s 

ties with Southeast Asia. In this context, Vietnam can serve as India’s bridge to 

Southeast Asia,” Ms. Ngan said. “India is welcome to invest in the energy sector of 

Vietnam and conduct joint exploration in South China Sea.” The comment from Ms. 

Ngan, who is the first woman head of the National Assembly of Vietnam, is significant 

as South China Sea has been at the centre of a protracted international dispute 

involving China and several countries of Southeast Asia, including Vietnam. The 

Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) on July 12 had given a verdict that demanded 

freedom of navigation should be upheld in the region. Ms. Ngan enthusiastically 

supported India’s campaign for a permanent membership of the Security Council. Ms. 

Ngan’s visit witnessed conclusion of several bilateral agreements such as the civil 

nuclear agreement. 

Source: www.thehindu.com, 11 December 2016 

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/manila-us-patrols-south-china-seas-44053048
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/Vietnam-invites-India-to-explore-energy-in-South-China-Sea/article16791449.ece
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India, Indonesia to boost Maritime relations in China’s ‘backyard’ 

New Delhi, December 12:  To counter China’s increasing claims over the disputed 

South China Seas (SCS), India and Indonesia have vowed to bolster maritime ties. 

Both nations have also decided to maintain a maritime legal order based on the 

principles of international law, as reflected in the United Nations Convention on the 

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). “Both leaders recognised the importance of freedom of 

navigation and overflight on the high seas, unimpeded lawful commerce, as well as 

resolving maritime disputes by peaceful means, in accordance with universally 

recognised principles of international law including the UNCLOS,” said a statement 

on India and Indonesia Maritime Cooperation. The statement was issued after a 

bilateral meeting between Indonesian President Joko Widodo and Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi here on Monday. In an unstated but clear reference to China, both 

leaders also asserted that India and Indonesia share common interests in ensuring 

maritime security and the safety of sea lines of communication. Indonesia has been 

vociferously challenging Chinese aggression in some of the disputed islands located in 

the South China Sea. Indonesian warplanes have been showcasing their strength in 

close proximity to a region in the SCS, which is claimed by China. 

Although India has not yet taken any sides officially on the matter, it has made it amply 

clear that it is against such aggression that adversely impacts trade and commerce over 

the SCS. According to the joint statement, both sides emphasised the importance of 

further consolidating the security and defence cooperation. As a result, both leaders 

directed their respective Defence Ministers to secure an early convening of a Defence 

Ministers’ Dialogue and the Joint Defence Cooperation Committee (JDCC) Meeting to 

review and upgrade the existing ‘Agreement on Cooperative Activities in the Fields of 

Defence’ to a substantive bilateral Defence Cooperation Agreement. 

Trade ministers’ forum 

For the first time, ever, both countries decided to set up a Biennial Trade Ministers’ 

Forum in an effort to “remove impediments to trade and investment,” the joint 

statement said. 

Source: www.thehindubusinessline.com, 12 December 2016 

 

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/policy/india-indonesia-to-bolster-maritime-ties-with-an-eye-on-china/article9423696.ece
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India, Indonesia ties: Maritime cooperation is key takeaway from 

President Joko Widodo's visit 

- Seema Guha  

Closer maritime cooperation between India and Indonesia is the key takeaway from 

President Joko Widodo first visit to Delhi. Though China was not mentioned, the stock 

diplomatic phrases used in a statement issued after talks between Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and the visiting dignitary, is a clear give away. The same 

language was used when Modi and US President Barack Obama issued a joint 

statement on the South China Sea after his 2015 visit. Freedom of navigation, reference 

to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), are all there. 

Clearly all Asian countries, including Indonesia which does not have a maritime 

dispute with China, (unlike Japan, Phillipines, Vietnam, Taiwan), are wary of Beijing’s 

growing overreach in the East and South China Seas and the larger Pacific and Indian 

Ocean region. Land reclamation and fortifications to ensure that airstrips are available 

for Chinese fighter jets have alarmed the world. "Both leaders committed to 

maintaining a maritime legal order based on principles of international law, as 

reflected notably in the UNCLOS,’’ a statement on maritime cooperation released after 

talks in Hyderabad House on Monday said. The references cannot be missed. 

Like every nation, India and Indonesia want to ensure that the sea lanes of the Asia-

Pacific and Indian Ocean region, through which trillions of dollars worth of trade 

passes must run smoothly. "Both leaders recognised the importance of freedom of 

navigation and overflight on the high seas, unimpeded lawful commerce, as well as 

resolving maritime disputes by peaceful means,’’ the statement went on to add. This 

emphasis on peaceful resolution of disputes and respect for international law comes 

in the face of China’s refusal of an international arbitration tribunal which had earlier 

this year ruled against China in a case with the Phillipines about Chinese fishermen 

landing in what the tribunal ruled was Filipino waters. Beijing refused to accept the 

arbitration ruling. The fear of an economic powerhouse like China, which now has both 

the funds and the naval and military might to coerce smaller neighbours is making 

Asian nations look to building a network of maritime alliances among themselves. This 

is why, Asians generally had welcomed Obama’s pivot to Asia policy. A strong 

American presence could act as a confidence booster for small Asian nations. India on 

its part is looking to build maritime cooperation with all its Indian Ocean neighbours 

as well as countries like Vietnam. In 2015, Modi visited Seychelles, Sri Lanka and 

Mauritius in an attempt to shore up naval ties with these island nations. After talks 

http://www.firstpost.com/author/seema-guha
http://www.firstpost.com/topic/person/narendra-modi-profile-20711.html
https://mea.gov.in/bilateral-documents.htm?dtl/27806/Statement_by_India_and_Indonesia_on_Maritime_Cooperation
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with Widodo, Modi in his media address, said: "We agreed to prioritise defence and 

security cooperation. As two important maritime nations that are also neighbours, we 

agreed to cooperate to ensure the safety and security of the sea lanes, in disaster 

response and environmental protection.’’ "The joint statement on maritime 

cooperation outlines the agenda of our engagement in this field,’’ the prime minister 

added. Modi and Widodo directed their respective defence ministers to upgrade the 

existing defence cooperation to a substantive bilateral defence cooperation pact. At 

present, the Indian and Indonesian Army and Naval officers of both nations meet 

regularly for talks. Now the Airforce officers will also be included. There will also be 

increased defence exercises, including among special forces as well preliminary work 

on joint production of defence equipment and technology transfer, obviously from the 

Indian side. Modi as prime minister has been paying a lot of attention to naval 

cooperation and the Indian Navy now holds regular exercises with more and more 

countries. Indian ships are now regularly visiting ports across Aisa, Africa and Europe. 

The highlight of defence cooperation are the Malabar exercises between India and the 

US Navies which started in 2002. Japan had once been part of the exercises, but stayed 

out after China’s vehement protests. But from 2016, Japanese Maritime Self Defense 

Force (JMSDF) have joined the US and Indian Navies for trilateral manouevres at sea. 

Malabar exercises will be held annually between the three navies, alternately in the 

Western Pacific (near Japan) and the Indian Ocean. This decision not to heed Chinese 

protests was taken by the Modi government. 

Since 2002, India and Indonesia have been expanding maritime cooperation by 

holding joint coordinated naval patrols biannually. This got a much-needed political 

boost on Monday with Modi and Widodo calling for greater closer maritime 

cooperation. "Maritime cooperation has a wider reach than mere naval strategy," said 

Gautam Mukhopadhya, former ambassador to Myanmar, who was also MEA’s 

representative in the Defence Ministry.  "Widodo is completey geared to boosting 

Indonesia's economic potential. Strategically he wants to make sure that the scattered 

smaller islands of the country are well protected and so cooperation with the Indian 

Navy will also help in capacity building,’’ the former envoy added. "Our partnership 

will also extend to combating terrorism, organised crime, drugs and human 

trafficking,’’ Modi said, signaling the cooperation is not just limited to defence. A 

memorandum of understanding between India and Indonesia is on the cards to 

accelerate maritime cooperation in maritime safety and security, and promotion of 

maritime industries, as one of the important pillars towards enhancing the bilateral 

relationship. The two nations also spoke of the need to combat and eliminate "illegal, 

unregulated and unreported fishing" and recognised transnational organised fisheries 
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crime as one of the emerging crimes, which has become an ever-growing threat to the 

world. 

Source: www.firstpost.com, 13 Dcember 2016 
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